
From: Karen R Boyer
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please accept this testimony and copy of contested case hearing from Karen Boyer, community

member
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 3:27:51 PM
Attachments: J-7 deny direct issuance; Contested Case Hearing submitted to DLNR 8-21-23.pdf

Dear esteemed BLNR Board Members:

Please note my strong opposition to item J-7 to renew the Secure Parking contract for the Ala Wai
Small Boat Harbor area. 

Parking Access and Signage:

There are several important issues at hand and include further research into 
DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008 negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor recreational access
agreement to keep parking accessible for the public for open ocean access
 
Between 2007 and 2008, during a state-funded mediation process, hundreds of citizens gave their
testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully addressed this matter in 2008
and all parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of the 300 free parking stalls in this well
documented and established agreement.  DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking
stalls, yet they never delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement! DOBOR in the formal
agreement in 2008 (15 years ago) including to: 
 
1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour recreational time
limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking signage on poles, and ground
striping. Provide clear signage and informational actions to prevent workers parking the 300
recreational stalls.
 
2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine parking signage
and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for the public.
 
Corrupt Practices in towing:         
 
Another significant concern includes the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR as they are a
corrupt process wherein only cash is allowed as payment and no records are available. Predatory
towing practices are illegal and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai Small Boat
Harbor. 

We remain vigilant in requesting DOBOR to fulfill their promises from 2008. 

I have also attached a copy of my contested case hearing for the same issue. 
 
Thank you Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

mailto:kboyer@hawaii.edu
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov
https://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/meeting/minutes/080523-minutes.pdf



November 7, 2023


To: Department of Land and Natural Resources: DOBOR


From: Karen Boyer, community member


Subject: Item J-7; deny direct issuance of parking contract


Please accept this testimony to request further study of the responsibility of the vendor
for parking contracts in the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor. The public has not had an
opportunity to provide input into the plan to shift existing parking or the continued use of
Secure Parking Hawai‘i as a vendor.







August 21, 2023


There can be no question that towing is much more of an onerous punishment than a ticket, in
terms of inconvenience, as well as cost. It follows that a tow should be used only in
circumstances where the vehicle to be towed presents a danger to public safety (such as parking
in front of a fire hydrant), or significantly impairs rush hour traffic, or has been abandoned for
more than 24 hours in the paid parking spaces, a guideline used by Honolulu Police Department
City and County of Honolulu for similar public parking areas near Kapi‘olani Park.


At the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor, a State of Hawaii property, the current parking signage,
pavement striping, and general information such as a harbor map are poor, misleading, or
nonexistent. There needs an official third party evaluation of the signage in the harbor.
Currently, about 10 cars a day are being towed from the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor, which is a
small portion of the parking lot capacity, 941 public stalls, and therefore not creating a danger to
the public. Wrongly parking in a boat owner-permitted stall, or a meter expiration in the paid
public stalls, does not affect public safety and citations should be written for a cost that is
‘appropriate to the crime’ and consistent with other government-owned parking areas, in the
State of Hawaii.


Parking area Property Manager of the
parking


Cost of an Expired Meter Violation


Iolani Palace &
State Capitol


State of Hawaii DAGS (State
Agency)


$40.00


Honolulu Zoo City & County ProPark $20.00


Frank Fasi
Municipal


Honolulu
City & County


Parking Div.
Expired Meter


$35.00


Ala Wai Small
Boat Harbor


State of Hawaii
Department of
Land and Natural
Resources


Secure Parking
LLC with an
electronic
connection to Mr.
Tow LLC.


$165.00 plus*
Vehicle tow charge,
* late hours fee,
*ride/taxi to Tow yard,
*ATM fee due to tow yard demand for
‘cash only’


The table above in words: ProPark Inc. is contracted by the City and County Parks Department to manage the parking lot at
the Honolulu Zoo. They give a $20.00 ticket for an expired meter. The Department of Accounting and General Services







manages the parking in downtown Honolulu at the Iolani Palace and the cost of a meter overstay is $40.00. At the Frank Fasi
municipal parking lot the meter overstay is $35.00. Tow cost from the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor to the Mr. Tow yard $165.


Therefore, I submit that the Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the Attorney
General, should designate an officer, or the hired parking attendant, to give a more reasonable
citation, in the range of $25.00 to $35.00 for meter overstays and for those you paid for parking
but wrongly parked in the permitted (boat owner) stalls at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor.


A ticketing phase in the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor is a necessary step in the parking
enforcement process, to align with similar parking practices in Honolulu, Hawaii. The stark
contrast in the cost of a tow, incurred by patrons of the harbor, shows the inequity of the parking
system, designed and condoned by the Division of Boating And Ocean Recreation and the
Department of Land and Natural Resources, in Revocable Permits and contracts approved by the
State Attorney General's Office.


Many people who park at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor make parking errors due to the
confusing signage. This violates the duty of Secure Parking Hawaii LLC to Revocable Permit of
September 15th, 2021, Minimum duties on Pg. 13 Exhibit B; “To ensure proper parking signage
is displayed throughout the Premises.” I would like the opportunity to present photos of the
signage and ground striping issues in a Contested Case Hearing.


Remedy: Before any Revocable Permits or Contracts can be written between DLNR and a
parking vendor for the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor, the Attorney General’s office needs to
clarify who has the authority to ticket, especially for an ‘Expired Meter’ violation, and for
those who paid but failed to park in the correct type of stall. In addition the AG’s office
needs to clarify who has the authority to ‘approve a tow’ which might be a DOCARE
agent, Parking Vendor or Tow Truck Driver. Plus, the AG’s office needs to clarify if the
Tow Company can demand Cash Payment, since the 2020 law says the Tow Company must
accept the client’s choice of Credit Card, Debit Card or Cash.


Signature _K. Boyer ___________________________


Submitted Community members, requesting a Contested Case Hearing (attached) regarding the
J-1 Submittal for the Continuation of the Revocable Permit for Secure Parking LLC, presented at
the Board of Land and Natural Resources meeting on August 11, 2023.





				2023-11-07T14:11:30-1000

		Karen R. Boyer











Karen R. Boyer, community member

Karen R. Boyer, RN, MN, FNP
Kapi'olani Community College
Professor of Nursing/Interim Dean of Health Academic Programs
Ilima 206
808.734.9569 (o)



From: Jill Chapman
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 6:51:10 PM

Aloha Board Members,

The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008
negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor recreational access agreement.

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory towing
practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai Small
Boat Harbor.

I am writing to share my experience regarding the towing incidents that occurred at the
AWSBH with both myself and ohana. This experience has not only been stressful but has also
raised concerns about the practices of the towing service, specifically Mr. Tow.

Ohana Experience: My friend and many others have had their cars towed from the AWSBH
parking area. Under the impression that their parking was valid and was surprised to find their
car towed. The stress of unexpectedly losing access to personal vehicles and personal items
and the scramble to arrange alternative transportation was significant. Car was towed despite
beliefs that they were parked legally as signage was illegible. Additionally being in the car at
the time the tow truck was in the midst of hooking up the car and refusing to release my
vehicle. The anxiety and inconvenience caused by these incidents were considerable. This is a
predator practice, having tow trucks waiting on standby to the exact second.

Issues with Retrieving the Vehicle and Payment: In many cases, when we approached Mr.
Tow's office to retrieve our vehicles, we were informed that the payment had to be made in
cash. This requirement was particularly troubling given that, as per the law established in
2020, credit card payments should be accepted. The atm machine in the office only allows
minimal cash amounts with a $20.00 fee each time, making a person have to do multiple
transactions. This not only added to the inconvenience but also raised questions about the
adherence of Mr. Tow to legal standards.

The combination of unexpected towing, the insistence on cash payments, and the inability to
challenge the tow has created a distressing situation for both me and my community. It has not
only caused financial strain but also significant emotional stress, disrupting our daily lives and
schedules.

Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of citizens
gave their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully addressed
this matter in 2008 and all parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of the 300 free
parking stalls in this well documented and established agreement. DOBOR immediately
took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking stalls, yet they never delivered on their side of the
negotiated agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement in 2008 (15 years ago) were to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour
recreational time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking
signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide clear signage and informational actions to

mailto:jillc@hawaii.edu
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov


prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine
parking signage and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for the
public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its promises in 2008. It’s
2023, how long shall we wait?

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

Jill Chapman



From: Marija Colic
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 2:29:11 PM

Dear board members,

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the DOBOR actions.

The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008
negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor recreational access agreement.

 We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory towing
practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai Small Boat
Harbor.
Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of citizens gave
their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully addressed this matter
in 2008 and all parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of the 300 free parking stalls in this
well documented and established agreement. DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the
249 parking stalls, yet they never delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement! DOBOR
in the formal agreement in 2008 (15 years ago) were to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour recreational
time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking signage on poles, and
ground striping. Provide clear signage and informational actions to prevent workers parking
the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine parking
signage and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its promises in 2008. It’s
2023, how long shall we wait?

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

-- 
Marija Čolić, PhD, BCBA, LBA 
Assistant Professor
Department of Special Education
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa                                  
Email: colic@hawaii.edu
Office: UA 4, RM 7
Virtual office: Čolić's V-office

Respecting the ‘āina (land) we gather upon, I acknowledge the ‘āina (land) of West Hall in Paʻakea, in the ahupuaʻa of Mānoa. This
territory is revered by Native Hawaiian/kanaka maoli/kanaka as Papahānaumoku, their ancestral grandmother. I recognize Queen
Lili‘uokalani's sacrifice, yielding Hawaiian lands under duress and having Hawai‘i as an illegally occupied state of America.

I recognize my kuleana – both my responsibilities as well as my dear privileges – to care for this ‘āina for the many generations yet to
come. I also recognize my kuleana to invite each of you to help me in this most important endeavor and I do so at this time.

mailto:colic@hawaii.edu
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov
mailto:colic@hawaii.edu
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://zoom.us/my/colic.zroom__;!!LIYSdFfckKA!1MSUHPkw1-eXram_E9SQwbCcrtjS0sZ3Uge0BN-Vyr-gezqiSV71TkeixSbmsgY5H0Sk5ca6UZCmB9v8dGtfff0$


From: Arlen Flanagan
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 10:20:02 PM

Dear Board Members,

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory
towing practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at
the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor.

Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of
citizens gave their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources
member fully addressed this matter in 2008 and all parties agreed to the
maintenance (saving) of the 300 free parking stalls in this well documented and
established agreement. DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249
parking stalls, yet they never delivered on their side of the negotiated
agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement in 2008 (15 years ago) were to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour
recreational time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations,
parking signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide clear signage and
informational actions to prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to
refine parking signage and implement policies to improve and protect this
beach access for the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its
promises in 2008. It’s 2023, how long shall we wait?

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these
issues.

-- 
Arlen Flanagan
Cell/WhatsApp: 916 300-2992
ArlenFlanagan@gmail.com

mailto:arlenflanagan@gmail.com
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov
mailto:ArlenFlanagan@gmail.com


From: Kari Goodbar
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 4:58:52 PM

mailto:kgoodbar90@gmail.com
mailto:blnr.testimony@hawaii.gov


  
December 5th, 2023 request for Zoom attendance for the J-7 meeting December 7th. 
  
To Chair Dawn Chang, and to the Board of Land and Natural Resources. 
 
Item J-7: I am in Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC receiving a contract. If 
they must have a contract that it not exceed June 30, 2023.  
  
Thank you for your time at this meeting to review the history of the Ala Wai. We must 
look back to at least to the early 1900’s when the Ala Wai was dredged to understand 
why it is so important for recreational use only. 
  
My request for a contested case hearing was on 8-21-2023 and has not been heard. 
I do not believe it is correct to have a vote on J-7 till this is settled. 

The AWSBH parking and recreational use only is a settled matter. I am asking the 
BLNR to have DOBOR uphold the agreement BLNR created in 2008. 

1957 Please see the records of the territorial Governor creating the Ala Wai Area for 
recreational use only. Aerial photo and recent aerial photo showing with land erosion. 

2008 Please see the J-1 1-25-2008 BLNR meeting J-1 5-23-2008 BLNR meeting. New 
Parking Plan agreement Plan A was adapted as was the agreement that 249 parking 
meters would create $800,000 a year and these funds would be used in free 
recreational parking upkeep and monitoring. State paid mediation service to create this 
recommendation to the BLNR Board 5-22-2008 and they ordered DOBOR to agree to 
several important action items. BLNR ordered that the community surrender 249 free 
parking stalls to generate money for overall upkeep of AWSBH and to create an ad-hoc 
community group and this support has not been created, or delivered to the people who 
use the area. 

2020 - Please see the Contract with Mr. Tow showing they did not have to have a bond 
and no requirement to report back to the state how many daily tows they are doing at 
the AWSBH. 

2020 - Please see the State contract with Diamond Parking that the Board approved 
saying that would be a flat income not to exceed $10,000. a month (or $120,000. a 
year).  

2022-2023 -Please see sample of Secure Parking financial monthly report to DOBOR. 

2022 Please see emergency (covid 19) contract with Secure Parking that does not 
uphold the BLNR required direction of a flat fee of $10,000. a month of vendor profit. 
Also, Secure Parking LLC did not have the minimum 5 years of experience at the time 
the contract was awarded. Currently Secure Parking is responsible for monitoring the 
recreational parking, yet there is no evidence that Secure Parking monitors the 
recreational  area at all.  



2022 and 2023 Please see Secure Parking contract stating 20 percent of gross receipts 
nothing about allowed adjusted gross receipts. The Monthly Statements trend shows a 
possible refund to the State. 

2023, Please see Senate Bill 1034, Introducer(s) INOUYE, CHANG, LEE, MCKELVEY, 
SHIMABUKURO, San Buenaventura, Wakai. Report title Ala Wai Boat Harbor; Public 
Parking; Free Stalls. Requires the maintenance of at least three hundred parking stalls 
at Ala Wai Boat Harbor at no cost for recreational ocean access and for the practice of 
traditional and customary Native Hawaiian rights. Bill 1034 passed in a joint committee 
hearing of Water and Land and Committee on Hawaii Affairs. The measure would 
permanently make at least 300 parking stalls in and around the harbor free for people 
who want to access the ocean or perform Native Hawaiian cultural practices. 2/17/2023 
report adopted; Passed Second Reading, as amended (SD 1) and referred to WAM. 
The bill was never scheduled for a hearing in the Senate Ways and Means Committee 
by the March 2, 2023 deadline. 

8-11-2023 Please see the transcript from the BLNR video meeting from J-1 

8-21-2023 Please see my request for a contested case hearing. 

11-14-2023 Please see Waterway Coast Guard email from research 

11-20-2023 Please see SENATOR LORRAINE R. INOUYE (D) research 

11-21-2023 Please see Jason Redulla DOCARE research 

12-5-2023 Written testimony by Maggie Hallahan to the board on J-7 

  
 
 





























































































































































































































Month
Parking Pay 

Station
Pay-By-Phone 

Service
Permit 

Distribution
Total Gross 

Receipts

Less 
Refunds/Char

gebacks

Less Merchant 
Services & 

Payment Gateway 
Fees

Adjusted Gross 
Receipts

20% of Adj 
Gross Receipts 
(Secure Parking 

Portion)

80% of Adj 
Gross Receipts 

(DOBOR 
Portion)

2-2023 65499 60,279.00        19,065.00        144,843.00             1,048.74        5,569.85                    138,224.41                     27,644.88         110,579.53     
1-2023 68,757.00           57,117.00        36,149.25        162,023.25             1,123.00        7,295.19                    153,605.06                     30,721.01         122,884.05     

-                                 -                                         -                          -                         
12-2022 68,130.00           56,753.00        19,765.00        144,648.00             998.00             7,849.01                    135,800.99                     27,160.20         108,640.79     
11-2022 62,929.00           51,431.00        16,164.00        130,524.00             774.00             7,369.82                    122,380.18                     24,476.04         97,904.14        
10-2022 62,573.00           55,407.00        14,689.00        132,669.00             467.00             7,555.01                    124,646.99                     24,929.40         99,717.59        
09-2022 56,153.00           62,096.00        10,195.00        128,444.00             811.00             7,586.75                    120,046.25                     24,009.25         96,037.00        
08-2022 63,913.00           66,522.00        17,074.00        147,509.00             488.00             7,097.24                    139,923.76                     27,984.75         111,939.01     
07-2022 61,675.00           63,069.00        11,661.00        136,405.00             63.00                5,705.16                    130,636.84                     26,127.37         104,509.47     
06-2022 55,627.00           58,949.00        13,100.00        127,676.00             411.00             5,272.91                    121,992.09                     24,398.42         97,593.67        
05-2022 60,944.00           56,797.00        14,824.00        132,565.00             145.00             5,691.27                    126,728.73                     25,345.75         101,382.98     
04-2022 71,705.00           45,824.00        8,713.00           126,242.00             107.00             5,637.33                    120,497.67                     24,099.53         96,398.14        
03-2022 67,051.00           34,853.86        11,810.00        113,714.86             19.00                7,471.75                    106,224.11                     21,244.82         84,979.29        
02-2022 59,326.00           18,464.20        12,149.50        89,939.70                166.00             3,992.25                    85,781.45                        17,156.29         68,625.16        
01-2022 77,348.00           -                         9,696.59           87,044.59                88.00                4,027.00                    82,929.59                        16,585.92         66,343.67        

-                                         -                          -                         
12-2021 73,064.00           12,975.00        86,039.00                212.00             3,940.55                    81,886.45                        16,377.29         65,509.16        
11-2021 66,550.00           17,194.50        83,744.50                674.25             3,600.43                    79,469.82                        15,893.96         63,575.86        
10-2021 25,254.00           14,381.10        39,635.10                696.77             1,391.64                    37,546.69                        7,509.34            30,037.35        

-                                         -                          -                         
Totals 1,066,498.00   732,112.66     215,055.34     2,013,666.00         8,291.76        97,053.16                 1,908,321.08                 381,664.22      1,526,656.86 

2022 Secure Parking 283,517.73      

2022 Merchant Servs includes $2,802.71 for Sign Posts

Secure Parking monthly income forms shows a income of $283,517.73 to Secure Parking for 2022. The software and the 
parking meters are owned by the State of Hawaii. Our community has requested DLNR for more detail accouting 
November 28th, 2023 UIPA. In 9-14-2021 BLNR ordered that vendor could not profit more than 120k a year from the 
AWSBH Parking. Secure Parking contact says 20 percent of gross not 20 percent of adjusted gross.







STATE OF HAWAII 
Department of Land & Natural Resources 
Division of Boating & Ocean Recreation 

STATEMENT OF GROSS RECEIPTS 

 
Account No. 

 
 

Name of Operation or Firm 
 

 
Location 

 
 

Name of Owner 
 

 
Address 

 
 

Phone No. 
 

 Reporting from   ____________________________________________ 
 
Period to             ____________________________________________ 
 
Agreement No:   ____________________________________________ 
 
Rental Rate        ___________________ Per _____________________ 
 
Or                       ___________________% of adjusted gross receipts,     
                                                                 whichever is greatest 
 
Note: 

1. Payment and correctly completed report must be received 

not later than 30 days following the end of the month. 

2. Late payment fee and interest assessed for incorrect or 

late report or delinquent payment. 

 

1. Gross Receipts (itemize):    

a. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

b. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

c. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

d. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

e. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

f. Total   $___________________________ 

 

 
2. Allowable Deductions (Specify):    

a. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

b. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

c. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

d. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

e. Total   $___________________________ 

3. Adjusted Gross Receipts (Item 1f less item 2e):   $___________________________ 

4. Rental as a Percentage of Gross Receipts 
(______% of Item 3): 

  $___________________________ 

5. Less Minimum Fixed Rental Paid in Advance for 
Period Covered in Statement: 

  $___________________________ 

6. Additional Rental Due (Item 4 less item %):   $___________________________ 

 

NOTICE TO OWNER 
Mail original of this statement together with remittance, if any to: 
 
DLNR – BOATING DIVISION 
DEPT. OF LAND & NATURAL RESOURCES  
4 Sand Island Access Road 
HONOLULU HI 96819 

 
I certify that this Statement is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a true 
and correct declaration of gross receipts for the period stated, pursuant to 
the terms, covenants, and conditions of the permit to which this Statement 
applies. 
 
 
 

Authorized Signature 
 

Title 
 

Date 
 

529 Koula Street, Bay 2 Honolulu, HI 96813 

Secure Parking Hawaii 

Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor 

Jonathan Mauri 

(808) 517-1311 

(For DOBOR use only) 
 
Date: __________________________ By: __________________________ 
 
Receipt No: _____________________ Amount: ______________________ 
 

February 1st, 2023 

February 28th,2023 

RP120 

- - 

80% 

Parking Pay Station 

Pay-By-Phone Service 

Permit Distribution 

Refunds/Chargebacks 

Merchant Services & Payment Gateway Fees 

80 

65,499.00 

60,279.00 

19,065.00 

144,843.00 

1,048.74 

5,569.85 

6,618.59 

138,224.41 

110,579.53 

0.00 

0.00 

Manager 

03/08/2023 



















REQUEST TO ACCESS A GOVERNMENT RECORD

Date of request: November 28, 2023

To: State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources, Chair Dawn
Chang

Agency contact information: Dawn.Chang@hawaii.gov

From: Kate Thompson, representing myself and members of Surfparking.org

Requester’s Contact Information: katet@me.com
____________________________________________________________________________________

AS THE REQUESTER, I WOULD LIKE THE FOLLOWING GOVERNMENT RECORD:

Subject: Government records

1) Statement of Gross Receipts from Secure Parking Hawaii LLC’ (RP120) to
the DOBOR, for the Ala Wai Small Boat Parking. Statement example
included from previous UIPA.

2) Record of Deposit going from Secure Parking to a State of Hawaii
Government bank account

3) Hawaii State owns the Parking meters and the parking software. We request
the analytic for Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor parking meters and how many
times MR. Tow, DOBOR or DOCARE search on software for the time meter
expiration.

4) If DOBOR or DLNR requires banking receipts or documents from Secure
Parking Hawaii of the actual credit service fee paid we want to see these
documents. We are requesting verification of the normal percent amount for
merchant fees paid.

Date range: 11-01-2022 to 10-31-2023

Location: Government Computers, Government owned Pay Station parking software, payment
coming from the (Scan code company) Parkwhiz, the monthly deposit coming from Secure
Parking to State of Hawaii Government banking records.

Purpose: To review how much Secure Parking is making per month to review if Hawaii is paying
too much for their service. We must be informed to give our community testimony at the BLNR
meetings.

Names of persons or place record refers: DOBOR/ DLNR and Hawaii Accounting Employees.



I would like: This document or documents digitally and emailed to this address: katet@me.com

I am requesting the fee waiver in the Public Interest.

UIPA Statute https://oip.hawaii.gov/laws-rules-opinions/uipa/uniform-information-practices-act-uipa



STATE OF HAWAII 
Department of Land & Natural Resources 
Division of Boating & Ocean Recreation 

STATEMENT OF GROSS RECEIPTS 
 

Account No. 
 

 
Name of Operation or Firm 

 
 

Location 
 

 
Name of Owner 

 
 

Address 
 

 
Phone No. 

 

 Reporting from   ____________________________________________ 
 
Period to             ____________________________________________ 
 
Agreement No:   ____________________________________________ 
 
Rental Rate        ___________________ Per _____________________ 
 
Or                       ___________________% of adjusted gross receipts,     
                                                                 whichever is greatest 
 
Note: 

1. Payment and correctly completed report must be received 
not later than 30 days following the end of the month. 

2. Late payment fee and interest assessed for incorrect or 
late report or delinquent payment. 

 

1. Gross Receipts (itemize):    

a. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

b. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

c. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

d. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

e. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

f. Total   $___________________________ 

 
 

2. Allowable Deductions (Specify):    

a. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

b. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

c. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

d. _________________________________________  $___________________________  

e. Total   $___________________________ 

3. Adjusted Gross Receipts (Item 1f less item 2e):   $___________________________ 

4. Rental as a Percentage of Gross Receipts 
(______% of Item 3): 

  $___________________________ 

5. Less Minimum Fixed Rental Paid in Advance for 
Period Covered in Statement: 

  $___________________________ 

6. Additional Rental Due (Item 4 less item %):   $___________________________ 

 

NOTICE TO OWNER 
Mail original of this statement together with remittance, if any to: 
 
DLNR – BOATING DIVISION 
DEPT. OF LAND & NATURAL RESOURCES  
4 Sand Island Access Road 
HONOLULU HI 96819 

 
I certify that this Statement is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a true 
and correct declaration of gross receipts for the period stated, pursuant to 
the terms, covenants, and conditions of the permit to which this Statement 
applies. 
 
 
 

Authorized Signature 
 

Title 
 

Date 
 

529 Koula Street, Bay 2 Honolulu, HI 96813 

Secure Parking Hawaii 

Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor 

Jonathan Mauri 

(808) 517-1311 

(For DOBOR use only) 
 
Date: __________________________ By: __________________________ 
 
Receipt No: _____________________ Amount: ______________________ 
 

February 1st, 2023 

February 28th,2023 

RP120 

- - 

80% 

Parking Pay Station 

Pay-By-Phone Service 

Permit Distribution 

Refunds/Chargebacks 

Merchant Services & Payment Gateway Fees 

80 

65,499.00 

60,279.00 

19,065.00 

144,843.00 

1,048.74 

5,569.85 

6,618.59 

138,224.41 

110,579.53 

0.00 

0.00 

Manager 

03/08/2023 















STATE OF HAWAII

CONTRACT FOR GOODS OR SERVICES

BASED UPON
COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDS

This Contract, executed on the respective dates indicated below, is effective as of

July 1 2020 between Department of Land and Natural Resources
(fin err ,,ao,e of state deparrocen,, ageircc . hood or c 0mm/c V/oh)

State of Hawaii (‘STATE’). by its Chairperson

________________ ____________ __________

(In cc,” tn/c or peh’coit sig’ihlg /0,’ 5tann

(hereafter also referred to as the HEAD OF THE PURCHASING AGENCY or designee (“HOPA”)),
whose address is 1151 Punchbowl Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

_________________________

and MR TOW LLC

(“CONTRACTOR”). a Domestic Limtted Liability Company
(/,rc,c oc’pol’on’cic. po ,h,ei-t/”p, jr;,c re,in,,’,’ VS/i’ /,;nfl;h.,nr,/’,p 01 O’/tt’l Ic”’,’ l’,,’,nn/,l’ (

under the las of the State of’ Hawaii whose business address and federal
and state taxpayer identification numbers are as follows: 123 Pu’uhale Road, Honolulu, HI 96819
Fed ID: 83-4676316, State Tax ID: GE 184035584001

_______ ______

REC iT A LS

A. The S’I’A’I’E desires to retain and engage the CONTRACTOR to provide the
eoods or services, or both, described in this Contract and its attachments, and the CON’I’RAC’I’OR is
agreeable to providing said goods or services, or both.

B. [he S ‘VIE has issued an in\ itation for competitive sealed bids, and has received
and revie\\ ed bids submitted in response to the invitation.

(‘. The solicitation t’or bids and the selection of the CONTRACTOR were made in
accordance with section 103D-302. I lawaii Revised Statutes (“1 IRS”). Hawaii Administrative Rules. Title
3. Department of Accounting and General Services. Subtitle II (‘‘1 IAR’’ ). Chapter 122. Subchapter 5. and
applicable procedures established by the appropriate Chief Procurement Officer (“CPO”).

D. The CON tRACTOR has been identified as the lowest responsible and
responsive bidder whose bid meets the requirements and criteria set forth in the invitation.

E. Pursuant to Hawaii Revised Statute Chapter 103D, HRS 171-6 ,_, the STATE
(I.egil ,,‘,rho.’n, to e,,ter 1110 i/ti., ( o,,,’nc 1)

is authorized to enter into this Contract.
F. Money is available to fund this Contract pursuant to:

(1) Act5 SLH 2019

_______________________________

(ld,’nr:’ 0,l’e 5.’hh’C,’O)

or(2)
(It/en cl/i lede,,,! sOl,,ceS)

or both, in the following amounts: State S 1.00

Federal S

__________________________ _____________________________

NOW. THEREFORE. in consideration of the promises contained in this Contract, the
STATE and the CONTRACTOR agree as follows:

I. Scope of Services. The CONTRACTOR shall, in a proper and satisfactory
manner as determined by the STATE. provide all the goods or services, or both, set forth in the
Invitation for Bids number IFB No. LO2O-006 (“IFB”) and the CONTRACTORS accepted bid (“Bid’).
both of which, even if not physically’ attached to this Contract, are made a part of this Contract.

2. Compensation. The CONTRACTOR shall be compensated for goods supplied
or services performed. or both, under this Contract in a total amount not to exceed

AG.0/J3 Re 06/22/2009



ONE AND NO/lCD DOLLARS

( 1.00 ), including approved costs incurred and taxes, at the time and in the manner set
forth in the IFB and CONTRACTORS Bid.

3. Time of Performance. The services or goods required of the CONTRACTOR
under this Contract shall be performed and completed in accordance ith the Time of Performance set
forth in Attachment-S3. which is made a part of this Contract.

4. Bonds. The CONTRACTOR is required to provide or is not required to
provide: a performance bond. a payment bond. a performance and payment bond in the
amount of

______________________________________

DOLLARS (S

_______________).

5. Standards of Conduct Declaration. The Standards of Conduct Declaration of the
CONTRACTOR is attached to and made a part of this Contract.

6. Other Terms and Conditions. The General Conditions and any Special
Conditions are attached to and made a part of this Contract. In the event of a conflict beneen the
General Conditions and the Special Conditions. the Special Conditions shall control, In the event of a
conflict among the documents, the order of precedence shall be as follows: (1) this Contract, including
all attachments and addenda: (2) the IFB, including all attachments and addenda: and (3) the
CONTRACTORS Bid.

7. Liquidated Damg_es. [.iqtndated damages shall he assessed in the amount of
ZERO

________________
_______________

___________

DOLLARS
(S 0.00 ) per day . in accordance with the terms of paragraph 9 of the General Conditions.

8. Notices. i\nv written notice requited to he gi en by a party to this Contract
shall be (a) deli’ered personally, or (b) sent by United States first class iii ail. postage prepaid. Notice to
the STATE shall he sent to the I IOPA’S address indicated in the Contract. Notice to the (‘ONTRAC’l’OR
shall be sent to the CONTRAC”I’OR’S address indicated in the Contract. A notice shall he deemed to
have been received three (3) days after mailing or at the time of actual receipt, \\ hichever is earlier. The
CON FRACTOR is responsible for notif, ing the STATE in writing of any change of address.

IN VIEW OF ‘FL IL ABOVE, the parties execute this Contract by their signatures, on the
dates below . to he effective as of the cLue first above written.

STATE

L E.

_________

,J.) SuzannD Case
f/in \t:n,j

Chairperson

“:zJ [z.
([)c;f,’)

CONTRACTOR

MR TOW LLC
fSntfeo/ C’o,n,ni ti)

1Yk (
fS,gnauit,

Mary JdRivera
(Pt,,,, \a,ne,

Member *

(Pitt, Tn! i

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Deputy Attorney General

E’. idence ofauthorii of the CODS I’RAC I’ORS representatise to sign this Contract tbr the CONTRACtOR must be attached

AG-003 Re’, 06/22/2009



STATE OF HAWAII

CONTRACTOR’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT

STATE OF HAWAII

COUNTY OF HONOLULU
)SS.

On this

___________

e 1’i(LA

— day of -iU1 Ut&) before me appeared

and to me

oiloa ii-o

(IFB NO LO-20-006)

OTARY CERTIFICATION

and oftlfr1Jl.

knon. to be the personl s) described in and. who, being b\ me duly sworn. did sa that he she the is are

a Ø3 ( the
CONTRACTOR named in the forei1oini Instrument, and that heshethev is are authorited to siun said
instrument on behalf of the CONTRACTOR. and ackno ledges that he she they executed said
instrument as the free act and deed of the CONTRACTOR.

NataSha Petersen
iT’,,’ni \.,n’*,

Notary Public. State of i(i_1 —

‘d commission expires: JUL 2 8 2023

Doe. Date:

_____________________

Pages: S
Notar\ Name: NataSha Petersen 141 Circuit

Doe, Description CONTACT FOR TOWING SERVICES

IIIt,

\a

19-329

__-:__

JBL\-’* J
\;;

iii,,,,
III II

JUL 082020
Date

•-\C.UoQ 25 OX
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STATE OF HAWAIi

CONTRACTOR’S

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT DECLATION

For the purposes of this declaration:
“Agency means and includes the State, the legislature and its committees, all executive
departments, boards, commissions, committees, bureaus, offices; and all independent
commissions and other establishments of the state government but excluding the courts.

‘Controlling interest” means an interest in a business or other undertaking which is sufficient in
fact to control, whether the interest is greater or less than fifty per cent (50%).

“Employee” means any nominated, appointed, or elected officer or employee of the State,
including members of boards, commissions, and committees, and employees under contract to
the State or of the constitutional convention, but excluding legislators. delegates to the
constitutional convention. tustices, and judges. (Section 84-3, HRS).

On behalf of MR TOW LLC

______________ ______________________

, CON’I’RAC’IOR. the
undersigned does declare as follows:

1. CON1 RACTOR E is is not a legislator or an employee or a business in which a legislator
or an employee has a controlling interest. (Section 84-15(a), fIRS).

2. CON FRAC FOR has not been represented or assisted personally in the matter by an individual
who has been an employee of the agency awarding this Contract within the preceding two years
arid who participated while so employed in the matter with which the Contract is directly
concerned. (Section 84-15(b), IIRS).

3. CONTRAC FOR has not been assisted or represented by a legislator or employee for a fee or other
compensation to obtain this Contract and will not he assisted or represented by a legislator or
employee br a lie or other compensation in the perbonnance ot this Contract. if the legislator or
employee had been involved in the development or award of the Contract. (Section 84—14 (d).
llRS).

4. C()\ RAC I OR has not been represented on matters related to this Contract, for a fee or other
consideration by an individual v ho. v ithin the past twelve (12) months, has been an agency
employee, ot in the case of the legislature, a legislator, and participated while an employee or
legislator on matters related to this Contract. (Sections 84—18(h) and (c), I IRS).

CONI RACTOR understands that the Contract to which this document is attached is voidable on behalf
of the STA’I’E if this Contract was entered into in violation of any provision of chapter 84, Hawaii
Revised Statutes, commonly referred to as the Code of Ethics, including the provisions which are the
source of the declarations above. Additionally, any fee, compensation, gift, or profit received by any
person as a result of a violation of the Code of Ethics may be recovered by the STATE.

CONTRACTOR
Reminder to Agcncs: tf the is block is

.. Li
checked and if the Contract insolvcs goods or By , tt’ uc
services of a alue in excess of S 10.000. the .

Contract must be asarded by competitie Print Name Mary J0 Rivera
sealed bidding under section 103D-302. HRS.
or a competitis e sealed proposat under section Print Title Member
103D-303. HRS. Othcrvisc. the Agenex may

not award the Contract unless it posts anoticc Name of Contractor MR TOW LLC
of’ Its intent to award It and files a copy of the
notice with the State Ethics Commission.
(Section 84-t5(a). HRS). Date i

.\G-OIO Re it 152005
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STATE OF HAWAII

SCOPE OF SERVICES

Attachment — Si

The purpose of this IFB is to award a services contact to a Contractor who shall provide towing
services for vehicles and boat trailers at the Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation (DOBOR)
Oahu District Harbors.

The Small Boat Harbors (SBH) and launch ramp facilities included in this contract are as
follows:

DOBOR Oahu Facilities: Exhibit Facility Address:
Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor A-I 1651 Ala Wai Blvd. Honolulu, HI 96815
Keehi Small Boat Harbor A-2 4 Sand Island Road, Honolulu, HI 96819
Elaleiwa Small Boat Harbor A-3 66-105 Haleiwa Road, Fialeiwa, 11126792
Waianae Small Boat Harbor A-4 85-371 HI 96792
Ilecia Kea Small Boat Harbor A-S 46-499 Kamehameha Highway, Kaneohe, Fl! 96744
Kahana Bay Launch Ramp A-6 54-046 Kamehameha Highway, Hauula, III 96717
Maunalua Bay Launch Ramp A-7 6270 Kalanianaole Highway, Honolulu, HI 96825
hKeehiI.goop Launch Rajp_ A-S LO Sand Island Park\yy, Honolulu, HI 96819

The State and Contractor agree that Contractor is a “Person in charge of the property” as that
term is used in Hawaii Revised Statues Section 290-11 as to each of the premises listed above.

Contractor shall keep on tile a schedule of business hours and days open and a completed towing
rate sheet of prices charged. Monthly reports may be asked to be prepared and submitted, in a
thrmat approved by DOBOR.

Contractor shall tow vehicles as stated in this scope of services, as generally or specifically
directed by DOBOR staff and as generally or specifically directed by any other person or entity
authorized in writing by DOBOR to authorize towing.

Contractors assigned project manager shall have at least five (5) years of experience in providing
towing services for their towing operations.

Contractor must have the financial ability to carry out the terms of the contract. Upon execution
of contract by Contractor, Contractor must be able to have equipment, and signs prepared which
shall be approved by DOBOR and installed within thirty (30) calendar days of award.
Contractor should be fully operational within thirty (30) calendar days from contract execution.

Contractor shall maintain a tow yard located in the Sand Island/Kalihi area; and it shall be a
minimum of 0.8 acres in size; and shall hold a minimum of fifty (50) vehicles at any one time for
the entire term of the Towing Contract and any extensions. Contractor shall have someone
physically available at the tow yard 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.

Contractor shall not charge the State for any tows and the State will not be paid anything from
the Contractor, unless the vehicle is considered abandoned. Contractor shall provide cost

1 of3
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STATE OF HAWAII

SCOPE OF SERVICES

estimates for towing and disposal of abandoned vehicles in the Qualifications Questionnaire.
This shall be a no funds contract.

Contractor shall have a minimum of eight (8) tow trucks available 24 hours a day 7 days a week.
Contractor shall have an employee physically available at the tow yard 24 hours a day 7 days a
week to release vehicle(s).

Contractor shall provide a post tow hearing notice to all persons seeking to recover possession of
a towed vehicle. Contractor shall document the receipt of the notice to the vehicle’s owner.

Contractor shall cooperate with DOBOR with respect to any post towing hearing. Contractor
shall attend each post tow hearing. Contractor shall provide documentation (including video and
photographs) concerning the tows, providing such documents and testif’ing at all of the
hearings. Photos shall show date and time of each tow.

Site Specific Requirements: Minimum response times are indicated in the table below:

DOBOR Oahu Facilities: Minimum Response Time
Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor, Honolulu. Oahu 20 minutes
Keehi Small Boat Harbor, Honolulu, Oahu 20 minutes
Halciwa Small Boat 1-larhor, Haleiwa, Oahu 40 minutes
Waianac Small Boat Harbor, Waianae, Oahu 60 minutes
E-Ieeia Kea Small Boat Harbor, Kaneohe, Qahu 40 minutes
Kahana Bay Launch Ramp, l-Iauula, Oahu 40 minutes
Maunalua Bay Launch Ramp, Honolulu. Oahu 30 minutes
South Keehi Lagoon Launch Ramp, 1-lonolulu. Oahu 20 minutes

Contractor shall tow vehicles from Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor after 10:30 PM every night and
until 4:30 AM. (Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor only.)

Contractor shall tow vehicles from the public parking stalls after 10:00 PM every night and until
5:00 AM and shall tow any vehicles that are parked within the confines of the Keehi Small Boat
Harbor without a valid parking permit. (Keehi Small Boat Harbor only.)

Contractor shall tow vehicles from the public parking stalls in the South Kechi Lagoon Launch
Ramp after 8:00 PM until 7:00 AM. (The South Keehi Lagoon Launch ramp parking lot is
closed from 8:00 PM to 7:00 AM.)

Insurance Requirements:
Contractor shall procure and maintain, at its own cost and expense, in full force and effect
throughout the term of the contract, comprehensive general liability insurance or its equivalent,
with an insurance company or companies licensed or authorized to do business in the State of
Hawaii with an AM Best rating of not less than “A- VIII’ or other comparable and equivalent
industry rating, in an amount of at least $1,000,000.00 for each occurrence and S2,000000.00

2 of 3
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Attachment — SI
STATE OF HAWAII

/ I SCOPE OF SERVICES

aggregate. The policy shall name the State of Hawaii and Diamond Parking Services, LLC (Ala
Wai Small Boat Harbor only) as additional insureds and a copy shall be filed with DOBOR. The
insurance shall cover the OSBH. It is agreed that any insurance maintained by the State will
apply in excess of, and not contribute with, insurance proved by State’s policy.

Contractor shall also have Garage Keeper’s Insurance with a Si ,000,000.00 minimum. The
insurance shall be in effect for the entire contract period.

Contractor shall release, indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the State of Hawaii and
Diamond Parking Services, LLC (Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor only) and all of their officers,
agents and employees from and against all liability, lost, damage, cost, and expense, including all
attorney’s fees, and all claims, suits and demands or proceedings for violation of law, property
damage, or personal injury, including death, arising out of resulting from, or in connection with
the Towing Contract.

Contractor’s Acknowledgement that “He/She has reviewed the filings in the United States
District Court for the District of Hawaii case Carello et al v. Diamond Parking, Inc., et al, Civil
No. 1 0-00734. and is familiar with the issues raised therein relating to managing state owned
parking facilities and enforcing applicable restrictions and requirements.” prior to the award of
the contract.

Contractor understands that the Honolulu Police Department has and retains all enforcement
authority proved by law in all areas in the small boat harbor facilities. Nothing in this contract is
intended to or shall limit the Honolulu Police Department’s authority.

3 of 3
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Attaiirnent — S2
STATE OF HAWAII

COMPESAT1ON AD PAYMENT SCHEDULE

The State shall pay the Contractor only one dollar ($1 .00) per year as compensation.
Contractor will only charge the owners of the vehicles and trailers that are towed from the
Oahu District facilities.
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Attachment — S3
STATE OF HAWAII

TIME OF PERFORMANCE

Contractor shall enter into a contract for furnishing towing services for a five (5) year period
commencing on July 1 2020, and ending on June 30, 2025.

Unless terminated, the contract has two (2) options to extend the contract for a one (1) year
term upon approval.

In addition to any provisions for early termination, the Department of Land and Natural
Resources may terminate the contract without cause by providing sixty (60) days prior written
notice to the Contractor with approval of the Chairperson.

A(,-U1 S R 1 1 15



________________

STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Business Registration Division
335 Merchant Street

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 40, Honolulu Hawaii 96810
Phone No.(808) 586-2727

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION FOR LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(Sect or 428-203 Hawur Pe’,’:sed Statutes)

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY IN BLACK INK

Internot FORM LLC-1
0501201947094 7/2010

II IlUhli 11111 11111111111 I hhI

The Undersigned. for the purpose of forming a limited liability company under the laws of the State of Hawaii, do hereby make
and execute these Articles of Organization

The name of the company shall be.
MR TOW LLC

ahe name must co’tain the weds L’m4e1 LiaSilfy Cenreanyor the aboreviaten L i C a’ LLC)

The mailing address of the initial principal office is
1414 DILLINGHAM BLVD STE 201, HONOLULU, HI 96817 USA

The company shall have and continuously maintain in the State of Hawaii a registered agent who shall have a business address in this State The agent

may be an individual who resides in this State, a domestic entity or a foreign entity authorized to transact business in this State

a. The name (and state or country of incorporation, formation or organization, if applicable) of the company’s registered agent fl the State of Hawaii
is
MARY JO RIVERA

iNa’-e of Regstered Agert State or Coasr,yl

b The street address of the place of business of the person in State of Hawaii to which service of process and other notice and documents boing
served on or sent to the e”rt!ty represented by it may be delivered to is

2129 KALIAWA ST, HONOLULU, HI 96819 USA

The name and address of each organizer is:

lv

1414 DILLINGHAM BLVD STE 201, HONOLULU, HI 96817

FILED 05/01/2019 11:51 AM
Business Registration Drvision
DEPT OF COMMERCE AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
State of Hawaii

MARY JO RIVERA USA



STATE OF HAWAII
STATE PROCUREMENT OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF VENDOR COMPLIANCE
This document presents the compliance status of the vendor identified below on the issue date with respect to certificates required
from the Hawaii Department of Taxation (DOTAX), the Internal Revenue Service, the Hawaii Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations (DLIR). and the Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs

Vendor Name: MR TOW LLC

Issue Date: 06/1912020

Status: Compliant

Hawaii Tax#:

New Hawaii Tax#: GE184035584001

FEINISSN#: XX-XXX6316

UI#: XXXXXX3751

DCCA FILE#: 214291

Status of Compliance for this Vendor on issue date:

Form Department(s) Status
A-6 Hawaii Department of Taxation Compliant

Internal Revenue Service Compliant

COGS Hawaii Department of Commerce & Consumer Affairs Compliant

L1R27 Hawaii Department ot Labor & Industrial Relations Compliant

Status Legend:

Status Description

Exempt The entity is exempt from this requirement

Complant The entity is compliant with this requirement or the entity is in agreement with agency and activeiy working towards compliance

Pending The entity is compliant with DLIR requirement

Submhted The entity has applied for the certificate but it is awaiting approval

Not Complant The entity is not in compliance with the requirement and should contact the issuing agency for more information
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

Coordination of Services by the STATE. The head of the purchasing agenc\ (“HOPA”) (which term

includes ti-ic designee of the HOPA) shall coordinate the services to be provided by the CONTRACTOR in
order to complete the performance required in the Contract, The CONTRACTOR shall maintain
communications with HOPA at all staues of the CONTRACTORS work. and submit to HOPA for resolution
any questions which ma arise as to the performance of this Contract. Purchasing agency” as used in these
General Conditions means and includes any governmental body which is authorized under chapter 1 ()3D.
FIRS, or its implementin rules and procedures. or by way of delegation, to enter into contracts for the
procurement of goods or ser ices or both.

2. Relationship of Parties: Independent Contractor Status and Responsibilities. lncludinu Tax Resoonsibilities.

a. In the performance ofser\ ices required under this Contract. the CONTRACTOR is an ‘independent
contractor” with the authority and responsibility to control and direct ti-ic performance anci details of
the \s ork and services required under this Contract: however, tl’ie STATE shall have a general right to
ii-ispect work in progress to determine whether. in ti-ic STATE’S opinion. ti-ic services are being
performed by the CONTRACTOR in compliance with this Contract. Unless otherw ise provided by
special condition. it is understood that the STATE does not agree to use the CONTRACTOR
exclusi cl\. and that ti-ic CONTRACTOR is t’ree to contract to provide ser ices to other individuals
or entities hi Ic under contract ith ti-ic STATE

b. The CONTRACTOR and the CONTRACTOR’S employees and agents are not b reason of this
Contract. agents or emplo\ ecs of the State for any purpose. and ti-ic CONTRACTOR and the
CONTRACTOR’S employees and agents shall not be entitled to claim or receive fron-i the State any

acation. sick lea\ e. retirement. orkers compensation. unemployment insurance, or other benefits
provided to state employees.

c. Ti-ic CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for the accuracy, completeness. ai-id adequacy of the
CONTRACTOR’S performance tinder this Contract. Furthermore. the CONTRACTOR intentionally

oluniarily. and kno\\ ingh assumes ti-ic sole and entire habilit to the CONTRACTORS employees
and agents. and to am individual not a party to this Contract, for all loss. damage. or injur\ caused b\
the CONTRACTOR. or the CONTRACTOR’S employees or agents in tl’ie course of their
emplo\ ment.

d. The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for pa ment of all applicable federal. state. and county

taxes and fees which ma become due and owing by ti-ic CONTRACTOR by reason of this Contract.
including but not limited to (i) income taxes. (ii employment related fees, assessments. and taxes.
and (in) general excise taxes. Ti-ic CONTRACTOR also is responsible for obtaining all licenses.
permits. and certificates that may be required in order to pei’form this Contract.

e. The CONTRACTOR shall obtain a general excise tax license from the Department ofTaxation. State
ol’ Hawaii. in accordance with section 237-i,), HRS. and shall comply with all requirements thereof.
Ti-ic CONTRACTOR shall obtain a tax clearance certificate from the Director ot’Taxation. State of
Hawan. and the Internal Re critic Ser ice. L’S. Department of the Treasury, showing that all
delinquent taxes. if any, 1e ied or accrued under state la\\ and the Internal Re\ enue Code of i95(v as
amended. against ti-ic CONTRACTOR have been paid and submit the same to the STATE prior to
commencing any performance under this Contract. Ti-ic CONTRACTOR shall also be solely
responsible for meeting all requirements necessary to obtain the tax clearance certificate required for
final payment under sections 103-53 and iO3D-32X. HRS. and paragraph 17 of these General
C and it 01-i S.

f. Ti-ic CONTR.ACTOR is responsible for securing all empim ce-related insurance coverage for the
CONTRACTOR and the CONTRACTOR’S employees and agents that is or may be required b law.
and for payment of all premiums. costs. and other liabilities associated with securing the msurance
cm erage.
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g. The CONTRACTOR shall obtain a certificate of compliance issued by the Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations. State of Hawaii. in accordance with section 1 03D-3 1 0 HRS. and section 3-122-
112. HAR. that is current within six months of the date of issuance.

h. The CONTRACTOR shall obtain a certificate of good standing issued by the Department of
Commerce and Consumer Affairs. State of Hawaii. in accordance s ith section 103D-3 10. HRS. and
section 3-122-1 12. HAR. that is current within six months of the date of issuance.

i. In lieu of the above certificates from the Department of Taxation. Labor and Industrial Relations, and
Commerce and Consumer Affairs, the CONTRACTOR may submit proof of compliance through the
State Procurement Office’s designated certification process.

3. Personnel Reguirements.

a. The CONTRACTOR shall secure. at the CONTRACTORS own expense. all personnel required to
perform this Contract.

b The CONTRACTOR shall ensure that the CONTRACTORS employees or agents are experienced
and fully qualified to encage in the activities and perform the services required under this Contract.
and that all applicable licensing and operatinc requirements imposed or required under federal. state.
or county law, and all applicable accreditation and other standards of qualit\ generally accepted in
the field of the activities of such emplo\ ees and agents are complied with and satisfied.

4. Nondiscrimination. No person perl’oi’ming work under this Contract, including any subcontractor. employee.
or agent of the CONTRACTOR. shall engage in any discrimination that is prohibited by any applicable
federal, state. or county law.

5. Conflicts of Inierest. The CONTRACTOR represents that neither the CONTRACTOR, nor an employee or
agent ofthe CONTRACTOR. presently has an\ interest, and promises that no such interest, direct or indirect.
shall be acquired. that would or might conflict in an\ manner or decree ‘. oh the CONTRACTORS
performance under this Contract.

6. Subcontracts and Assicnments. ‘The CONTRACTOR shall not assign or subcontract any of’ the
CONTRACTORS duties. obligations, or interests under this Contract and no such assignment or subcontract
shall be effecuve unless (i the CONTRACTOR obtains the prior \vritten consent of the STATE. and lii) the
(‘ONTRACTORS assignee or subcontractor submits to the STATE a tax clearance certificate from the
Director of Taxation, State of Ha’ an. and the Internal Re\ enue Ser ice. U.S. Department of’ Treasury.
shos inc that all delinquent taxes. ifan\ le ied or accrued under state law and the Internal Re’ enue Code of’
lX6, as amended. against the CONTRACTOR’S assicnee or subcontractor ha\ e been paid. Additionally, no
assignment by the CONTRACTOR of the CONTRACTOR’S right to compensation under this Contract shall
be effective unless and until the assignment is approved by the Comptroller of the State of’ Hawaii. as
provided in section 40-5t. HRS

a. Recoenition of a sticcessor in interest. \\ hen in the best interest of the State. a successor in interest
ma\ be reeognt,ed in an assicnment contract in which the STATE. the CONTRACTOR and the
assignee or transferee (hereinafter referred to as the Assignee’) agree that:

1) The Assignee assumes all of the CONTRACTORS obligations:

(2) The CONTRACTOR remains liable for all obligations under this Contract but waives all
rights under this Contract as against the STATE: and

3) The CONTRACTOR shall continue to fttrnish. and the Assignee shall also furnish, all
required bonds.

b. Chance ofname. When the CONTRACTOR asks to change the name in which it holds this Contract
with the STATE. the procurement officer of the purchasing agency (hereinafter referred to as the
Agency procurement officer’ shall, upon receipt of a document acceptable or satisfactory to the
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Agency procurement officer indicatinc such change of name (for example. an amendment to the
CONTRACTORS articles of incorporation), enter into an amendment to this Contract with the
CONTRACTOR to effect such a change of name. The amendment to this Contract changing the
CONTRACTORS name shall specifically indicate that no other terms and conditions of this Contract
are thereby changed.

c. Reports All assignment contracts and amendments to this Contract effecting changes of the
CONTRACTORS name or novations hereunder shall be reported to the chief procurement officer
(CPO) as defined in section 103D-203(a). HRS. within thirty days of the date that the assignment
contract or amendment becomes effective.

d. Actions affecting more than one purchasing acencv. Notwithstanding the provisions of
subparagraphs fia through fic herein, when the CONTRACTOR holds contracts with more than one
purchasing agency of the State. the assignment contracts anti the novation and change of name
amendments herein authorited shall be processed only through the CPOs office.

7. Indemnification and Defense. The CONTRACTOR shall defend. indemnifs and hold harmless the State of
Hawaii. the contracting agency, and their officers. employees, and agents from and against all liability, loss.
damage, cost. and expense. including all attorneys fees. and all claims. suits. and demands therefore. arising
out of or resulting from the acts or omissions of the CONTRACTOR or the C’ONTRACTORS employees.
officers. agents. or subcontractors undei’ this Contract. The provisions of this paragraph shall remain in full
force and effect notwithstanding the expiration or earl\ termination of this Contract.

Cost of Litigation. In case the STATE shall, without any fault on its part. be made a party to any litigation
commenced h or against the CONTRACTOR in connection w ith this Contract, the CONTRACTOR shall
pay all costs and expenses incurred hv or imposed on the STATE. including attorneys fees

Liquidated Damages. \Vhen the CONTRACTOR is given notice of dela\ or nonpcr[ormance as specified in
paragraph 13 (Termination for Default) and fails to cure in the time specified, it is agreed the CONTRACTOR
shall pay to the STATE the amount. if any. set forth iii this Contract per calendar day from the date set for
cure until either(i) the STATE reasonably obtains similar goods or scr\ ices, or both. ifthe CONTRACTOR is
terminated for default, or (ii nun I the CONTRACTOR provides the goods or ser ices, or both, if the
CONTRACTOR is not terminated for default. To the extent that the CONTRACTORS delay or
nonperformance is excused tinder paragraph I 3d (Excuse for Nonperformance or Delay Performance).
liquidated damages shall not be assessable against the CONTRACTOR. The CONTRACTOR remains liable
for damages caused other than by dela\

It). STATES Right of Offset. The ST\TE may offset against any monies or other obligations the SfATE owes
to the CONTRACTOR tinder this Contract. any amounts owed to the State of Hawaii by the CONTRACTOR
under this Contract or any other contracts. or pursuant to any law or other obligation owed to the State of
Hawaii by the CONTRACTOR, including, without limitation, the payment of any taxes or le\ ics ofan\ kind
or nature. The STATE will notif the CONTRACTOR in writing oianv offset and the nature of’sueh offset.
For purposes of this paragraph. amounts owed to the State of Raw an shall not include debts or obligations
which ha\ e been liquidated, agreed to b the CONTRACTOR. and are cm ered b\ an installment pa\ ment or
other settlement plan approved by the State of Raw au. pros ided. howe\ er. that the CONTRACTOR shall be
entitled to such exclusion only to the extent that the CONTRACTOR is current with, and not delinquent on.
any payments or obligations owed to the State of Raw an tinder such pa ment or other settlement plan.

II. Disputes. Disputes shall be resolved in accordance with section lU3D-703. HRS. and chapter 3-1 26. Hawaii
Administrative Rules (HAR’). as the same ma\ be amended from time to time.

12. Suspension of Contract. The STATE reseryes the right at any time and for any reason to suspend this
Contract for any reasonable period, upon written notice to the CONTRACTOR in accordance with the
provisions herein.

a. Order to stop perfomanee. The Agenm procurement officer may. by written order to the
CONTRACTOR. at any time, and without notice to any surety. require the CONTRACTOR to stop
all or any part of the performance called for by this Contract, This order shall be for a specified
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period not exceeding sixt\ ((0) days after the order is delivered to the CONTRACTOR. unless the
parties agree to any ftirther period Any such order shall be identified specifically as a stop
performance order issued pursuant to this section. Stop perfomance orders shall include, as
appropriate: (1) A clear description of the \\ork to be suspended: (2) Instructions as to the issuance of
further orders by the CONTRACTOR for material or services: (3) Guidance as to action to be taken
on subcontracts: and (4, Other instructions and suueestions to the CONTRACTOR for minimizing
costs. Lpon receipt of such an order, the CONTRACTOR shall forthwith comply with its terms anti
suspend all performance under this Contract at the time stated. provided, however, the
CONTRACTOR shall take all reasonable steps to minimize the occurrence of costs allocable to the
performance covered by the order during the period of performance stoppage. Before the stop
performance order expires. or within an’ further period to which the parties shall have agreed. the
Agency proc urement officer shall either:

I ) Cancel the stop performance order, or

(2) Terminate the performance cox ered b such order as pro idcd in the termination for default
provision or the termination for cons enience pros ision of this Contract.

b. Cancellation or expiration of the order. II’ a stop performance order issued under this section is
cancelled at an time during the period specified in the order, or if the period of the order or any
extension thereof expires, the CONTRAC’TOR shall have the right to resume performance. An
appropriate adjusti ent shall be macic in the deli\ cry schedule or contract price, or both, and the
C’ontract shall be modified in ‘. riting accordingly, if:

The stop performance order results in an increase in the time required for, or in the
CONTRACTOR’S cost properly allocable to. the performance of any part of this Contract:
and

(2 The CONTRACTOR asserts a claim for such an adjustment within thirty (3(t) clays after the
end of the period of perl’ormance stoppage: pros ided that. iithe Agenc\ procurement officer
decides that the facts ustifv such action. any such claim asserted may be recci cci and acted
upon at any time prior to final pa meni under this Contract.

c. Temunation 01’ stopped performance. It’ a stop performance order is not cancelled and the
performance covered by such order is terminated for default or cons enience. the reasonable costs
resulting from the stop performance order shall be allowable b\ adjustment or other\ ise.

ci. Adjustment of once. ,An\ adjustment in contract price made pursuant to this pararaph shall be
determined in accordance with the price adjustment Irovision of this Contract.

13. Termination for Default.

a. Default. lfthe CONTRACTOR refuses or fails to perform any ofthe provisions ofthis Contract with
such diligence as \ ill enstire its completion within the time specified in this Contract, or an
extension thci’eof. otherwise fails to timely satlsf\ the Contract pros isions. or commits any other
substantial breach of this Contract. the Agenc\ procurement officer may notift the CONTRACTOR
in riting of the delay or non-performance and if not cured in ten 10) days or an longer time
specified in writing b the Agency procurement officer, such officer may terminate the
CONTRACTOR’S right to proceed ith the Contract or such part of the Contract as to ‘ hich there
has been delay or a failure to properly perfornv In the event of termination in whole or in part. the
Agency procurement officer may procure similar goods or services in a manner and upon the terms
deemed appropriate b the Agency procurement officer. The CONTRACTOR shall continue
performance of the Contract to the extent it is not terminated and shall be liable for excess costs
incurred in procuring similar goods or services.

b. CONTRACTORS duties. Notwithstanding termination ofthe Comract and subject to any directions
from the Acency procurement officer. the CONTRACTOR shall take timely. reasonable. and
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necessary action to protect and preserve property in the possession of the CONTRACTOR in which
the STATE has an interest.

c. Compensation. Payment for completed goods and services delivered and accepted by the STATE
shall be at the price set forth in the Contract. Payment for the protection and preservation of property
shall be in an amount agreed upon by the CONTRACTOR and the Agency procurement officer. If
the panics fail to agree. the Agency procurement officer shall set an amount subject to the
CONTRACTORS rights under chapter 3-126. HAR. The STATE may withhold from amounts due
the CONTRACTOR such sums as the Agency procurement officer deems to be necessary to protect
the STATE against loss because of outstanding liens or claims and to reimburse the STATE for the
excess costs expected to be incurred by the STATE in procuring similar goods and services.

d. Excuse for nonperformance or delayed performance. The CONTRACTOR shall not be in default by
reason of any failure in performance of this Contract in accordance with its terms. including any
failure by the CONTRACTOR to make progress in the prosecution of the performance hereunder
which endangers such performance. if the CONTRACTOR has notified the Agency procurement
officer within fifteen ( 15) days after the cause of the delay and the failure arises out of causes such as;
acts of God: acts of a public eneim: acts of the State and any other governmental body in its
sovereign or contractual capacity: fires: floods: epidemics: quarantine restrictions: strikes or other
labor disputes: freight embargoes: or unusually severe weather. If the failure to perform is caused by
the failure of a subcontractor to perform or to make progress. and if such failure arises out of causes
similar to those set forth above, the CONTRACTOR shall not be deemed to be in default. unless the
goods and services to be furnished by the subcontractor were reasonably obtainable from other
sources in sufficient time to permit the CONTRACTOR to meet the requirements of the Contract.
Upon request of the CONTRACTOR, the Agency procurement officer shall ascertain the facts and
extent of such lilure. and. ii’ such officer determines that any failure to perform was occasioned by
any one or more of the excusable causes, and that, but for the excusable cause. the CONTRACTOR’S
progress and performance ould have met the terms of the Contract. the deli cry schedule shall be
revised accordingly, subject to the rights of the STATE under this Contract. As used in this
paragraph. the term “subcontractor” means subcontractor at any tier.

e. Erroneous termination l’or default. If, after notice of termination of the CONTRACTORS right to
proceed under this paragraph. it is determined for any reason that the CONTR.ACTOR was not in
default under this paragraph. or that the clela \S excusable under the provisions of subparagraph

I 3d. “Excuse for nonperfonnance or delayed performance.” the rights and obligations ol’ the parties
shall be the same as if the notice of termination had been issued pursuant to paragraph 14.

f. Additional rights and remedies, The rights and remedies provided in this pararaph are in addition to
any other rights and remedies provided b law or under this Contract.

14. Termination for Convenience.

a. Termination. The Agenc\ procurement officer may. when the interests of the STATE so require.
terminate this Contract in whole or in part, for the convenience of the STATE. The Agency
procurement officer shall give written notice of the termination to the CONTRACTOR specify ing the
part of the Contract terminated and when termination becomes effective.

b. CONTRACTOR’S obligations. The CONTRACTOR shall incur no further obligations in connection
with the terminated performance and on the date(s) set in the notice of termination the
CONTRACTOR will stop performance to the extent specified. The CONTRACTOR shall also
terminate outstanding orders and subeontracts as they relate to the terminated performance. The
CONTRACTOR shall settle the liabilities and claims arising out of the termination of subcontracts
and orders connected with the terminated performance subject to the STATE’S approval. The
Agency procurement officer may direct the CONTRACTOR to assign the CONTRACTOR’S right.
title. and interest under terminated orders or subcontracts to the STATE. The CONTRACTOR must
still complete the performance not terminated by the notice of termination and max’ incur obligations
as necessar to do so.
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c. Right to toods and work product. The Agency procurement officer may require the CONTRACTOR
to transfer title and deliver to the STATE in the manner and to the extent directed by the Aeencv
procurement officer:

(1) Any completed goods or ork pi-oduct: and

(2) The partially completed goods and materials. parts. tools, dies, jigs. fixtures, plans. dra\vines.
information, and contract rights (hereinafter called ‘manufacturing material’) as the
CONTRACTOR has specifically produced or specially acquired for the performance of the
terminated part of this Contract.

The CONTRACTOR shall, upon direction of the Acency procurement officer. protect and preserve
property in the possession of the CONTRACTOR in which the STATE has an interest. Ifthe Agency
procurement officer does not exercise this right, the CONTRACTOR shall use best efforts to sell
such goods and manufacturing materials. Use of this paragraph in no way implies that the STATE
has breached the Contract by exercise of the termination for convenience provision.

d. Compensation.

(1) The CONTRACTOR shall submit a termination claim specifying the amounts due because of
the termination for convenience together with the cost or pricing data. submitted to the extent
required by chapter 3-122. HAR. bearing on such claim. lfthe CONTRACTOR fails to file
a termination claim \ ithin one ear from the efl’ecti e date of termination, the Agenc
procurement officer may pay the CONTRACTOR. ifat all, an amount set in accordance with
subpararaph I 4di SI belo

(2) The Agency procurement officer and the CONTRACTOR may agree to a settlement
pro ided the CONTRACTOR has filed a termination claim supported by cost or pricin data
submitted as required and that the settlement does not exceed the total Contract price plus
settlement costs reduced by ia ments pre iousl made b the STATE. the proceeds of am
sales ofuoods and manufacturing materials under subparagraph I 4c. and the Contract price
of the performance not terminated

(3) Absent complete agreement under subparagraph 1 4d( 2) the Agency procurement officer
shall ay the CONTRACTOR the follo\\ ing amounts. pros icled payments agreed to under
subparagraph l4d2) shall not duplicate payments under tIns subparagraph for the follo\\ ing:

(A) Contract prices for goods or services accepted under the Contract:

(B) Costs incurred in preparing to perform and performing the terminated portion of the
performance plus a fair and reasonable profit on such portion of the performance.
such profit shall not include anticipator profit or consequential damages. less
amounts paid or to be paid for accepted goods or ser\ ices: provided, however, that if
it appears that the CONTRACTOR would ha e sustained a loss if the entire
Contract would have been completed. no profit shall be allowed or included and the
amount of compensation shall be reduced to reflect the anticipated rate of loss:

(C) Costs of settling and paving claims arising out of the termination of subcontracts or
orders pursuant to subparagraph 14b. These costs imist not include costs paid in
accordance with subparagraph l4d(3)(B:

ID) The reasonable settlement costs ofthe CONTRACTOR. including accounting. legal.
clerical, and other expenses reasonably necessary for the preparation of settlement
claims and supporting data with respect to the terminated portion of the Contract and
for the termination of suhcontracts thereunder. together with reasonable storage.
transportation. and other costs incurred in connection with the protection or
disposition of property allocable to the terminated portion of this Contract. The total
sum to be paid the CONTRACTOR under this subparagraph shall not exceed the
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total Contract price plus the reasonable settlement costs of the CONTRACTOR
reduced by the amount of payments otherwise made. the proceeds of any sales of
supplies and manufacturing materials under subparagraph l4ch 2), and the contract
price of performance not terminated.

(4) Costs claimed, agreed to. or established under subparagraphs I 4d 2) and 1 4d( 3 shall be in
accordance with Chapter 3-123 (Cost Principles) of the Procurement Rules.

15. Claims Based on the Aeencv Procurement Officers Actions or Omissions.

a. Chances in scope. If any action or omission on the part of the Agency procurement officer (which
term includes the designee of such officer for purposes of this paragraph 5) requiring performance
changes within the scope of the Contract constitutes the basis for a claim br the CONTRACTOR for
additional compensation. damages, or an extension of time for completion. the CONTRACTOR shall
continue with performance of the Contract in compliance with the directions or orders of such
officials, but by so doing, the CON] RAC’TOR shall not be deemed to have preiudiccd anr claim for
additional compensation. damages. or an extension of time for completion: provided

I ( Written notice required. The CONTRAC’TOR shall give written notice to the Agency
procurement officer:

(A.) Prior to the commencement of the performance invols ed. if at that time the
CONTRACTOR knows of the occurrence of such action or omission.

(B) \\ ithin thirtr (30 clar s after the CONTRACTOR kno\’. s of the occurrence ofsuch
action or oniission. ifthc CONTRACTOR did not have such kno\\ ledge prior to the
commencement of the performance: or

(C’) \\‘iihin such further time as mar be allowed by the Agency procurement officer in
rittng.

(2( Notice content. This notice shall state that the CONTRACTOR regards the act or omission
as a reason which may entitle the CON TRAC’TOR to additional compensation. damages, or
an cxtcnsion of lime. The Agency pi’ocurcment officer, upon receipt of’ such notice. may
rescind such action. remedy such omission. or take such other steps as may he deemed
advisable in the discretion of the Agency procurement officer:

(3) Basis must be explained. The notice required by subparagraph 15a I (describes as clearly as
practicable at the time the reasons why the CONTRACTOR believes that additional
compensation. damages. or an extension of time mar be remedies to \\ hich the
CONTRACTOR is entitled: and

(4) Claim must he justified. The CONTRACTOR must maintain and, upon request. make
available to the Agency procurement officer within a reasonable time. detailed records to the
extent practicable. and other documentation and evidence satisfactory to the STATE.
justifying the claimed additional costs or an extension of time in connection with such
changes.

b. CONTRACTOR not excused. Nothing herein contained, however, shall excuse the CONTRACTOR
from compliance with arir’ rules or la s precluding any state officers and CONTRACTOR from
acting in collusion or bad faith in issuing or performing change orders which are clearly not ithin
the scope of the Contract.

c. Price adjustment Any adjustment in the price made pursuant to this paragraph shall be determined in
accordance with the price adjustment pros ision of this Contract.

16. Costs and Expenses. Anr reimbursement due the CONTRACTOR for per diem and transportation expenses
under this Contract shall be subject to chapter 3-123 (Cost Principles). HAR. and the follo\ving guidelines:
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a. Reimbursement for air transportation shall be for actual cost or coach class air fare, whichever is less

b. Reimbursement for ground transportation costs shall not exceed the actual cost of renting an
intermediate-sized vehicle.

c. Unless prior written approval of the HOPA is obtained, reimbursement for subsistence allowance
(i.e.. hotel and meals. etc.) shall not exceed the applicable daily authorized rates for inter-island or
out-of-state travel that are set forth in the current Governors Executive Order authorizing adjustments
in salaries and benefits for state officers and employees in the executive branch who are excluded
from collective bargaining coverage.

17. Payment Procedures: Final Payment: Tax Clearance.

a. Orieinal mx oices required All payments under this Contract shall be made onl upon submission by
the CONTRACTOR of original invoices specif ing the amount due and certif\ ing that services
requested under the Contract have been performed by the CONTRACTOR according to the Contract.

5. Subect to available funds. Such payments arc subject to ax ailabilmtv of funds and allotment by the
Director of Finance in accordance with chapter 37. HRS. Further, all payments shall be made in
accordance xith and subject to chapter 40. HRS.

c. Promot payment.

I ) .Any money, other than retainage. paid to the CONTRACTOR shall be disbursed to
subcontractors within ten (10) days after receipt ofthe money in accordance with the
terms of the subcontract: provided that the subcontractor has met all the terms and
conditions of the subcontract and there are no bona fide disputes: and

2t Upon l’inal pa mont to the C’ONTRACTOR. full pa mont to the subcontractor.
including retamnage. shall be made within ten (10) days after receipt of the monc
prox ided that there are no bona fide disputes ox or the subcontractors pcrl’ormance
tinder the subcontract.

d. Final payment. Final pa\ ment under this Contract shall be sub)ect to sections 103—53 and I ()3D—32.
HRS. which require a tax clearance from the Director of Taxation. Staie of Haxx an. and the internal
Rex enue Serx ice. U.S. Department ol’Trcasur\ shoxx ing that all delinquent taxes. il’ any, levied or
accrued tinder state laxx and the Internal Rex ernie Code of’ I as amended. against the
CONTRACTOR have been paid. Further, in accordance with section 3-1 22-1 12. HAR.
CONTRAC’TOR shall prox ide a certificate affirming that the CONTRACTOR has remained in
compliance with all applicable laws as required 5 this section

l. Federal Funds. ll’this Contract is payable in xvhole or in part from federal funds. CONTRACTOR agrees that.
as to the portion of the compensation tinder this Contract to be payable from federal funds. the
CONTRACTOR shall be paid onl\ from such funds receixed from the federal government, and shall not be
paid from an\ other funds. Failure ofthe STATE to receive anticipated federal funds shall not be considered
a breach by the STATE or an excuse for nonperformance by the CONTRACTOR.

1* Modifications of Contract.

a. In writing. Any modification. alteration, amendment. change. or extension of any temv prox ision. or
condition of this Contract permitted by this Contract shall be made by written amendment to this
Contract. signed by the CONTRACTOR and the STATE. provided that change orders shall be made
in accordance with paragraph 20 herein.

b. No oral modification. No oral modification. alteration. amendment. change, or extension of any
term. provision, or condition of this Contract shall be permitted.
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c. Aeencv procurement officer. By written order. at any time, and without notice to any surety, the
Agency procurement officer may unilaterally order of the CONTRACTOR:

(A) Changes in the work within the scope of the Contract: and

(B) Changes in the time ofperformance of the Contract that do not alter the scope of the Contract
work.

d. Adjustments of price or time for performance. If any modification increases or decreases the
CONTRACTORS cost of. or the time required for, performance of any part of the work under this
Contract. an adjustment shall be made and this Contract modified in writing accordingly. Any
adjustment in contract price made pursuant to this clause shall be determined, where applicable, in
accordance with the price adjustment clause of this Contract or as negotiated.

e. Claim barred after final payment. No claim by the CONTRACTOR for an adjustment hereunder
shall be allowed if written modification ofthe Contract is not made prior to final payment under this
Contract.

F. Claims not barred. In the absence ofa \\ritten contract modification, nothing in this clause shall be
deemed to restrict the CONTRACTORS right to pursue a claim under this Contract or for a breach of
con tract

g. Head of the purchasino agency appro al. If this is a professional ser\ ices contract a\varcled pursuant
to section lO3D-303 or lO3D-304. HRS. an’ modification, alteration, amendment. change, or
extension ofany term. pro ision. or condition of this Contract which increases the amount payable to
the CONTRACTOR b’ at least S25.Ut)Oi)() and ten per cent (10 ) or more of the initial contract
price, must receive the prior appro a) of’ the head of the purchasing agency.

h. Tax clearance. The STATE may. at its discretion, require the CONTRACTOR to submit to the
STATE. prior to the STATES appro al of’ any modification, alteration, amendment. change. or
extension ofanv jerm. pros ision. or condition of this Contract, a ta’. clearance l’rom the Director of’
Taxation. State ofHa\\ an. and the Internal Rc\ ernie Service. U.S. Department ofTrcasurv. showing
that all delinquent taxes. if an levied or accrued under state la\\ and the Internal Re\ enue Code of
l9X6. as amended, against the CONTRACTOR ha’e been paid.

i. Sole source contracts Amendments to sole source contracts that v ou]d change the original scope ol’
the C’ontract, may only be made with the appro al of the C’PO. Annual renewal of a sole source
contract l’or services should not be submitted as an amendment.

‘)() Chance Order. The Agency procurement ol’ficer ma . by a written order signed only by the STATE. at any
time. and without notice to an\ surety, and subject to all appropriate adjustments. make chances within the
general scope of’ this Contract in an\ one or more of the follow lug:

I Drawings, designs, or specifications. if the goods or services to be furnished are to be
speciall pro ided to the STATE in accordance therc ith:

(2) Method of delivery: or

(3) Place of deliverv

a. Adjustments of price or time for perfomance. If any change order increases or decreases the
CONTRACTORS cost of. or the rime required for. performance of any part of the work under this
Contract. whether or not changed by the order. an adjustment shall be macic and the Contract
modified in writing accordingly. Any adjustment in the Contract price macfe pursuant to this
pros ision shall be determined in accordance with the price adjustment provision of this Contract.
Failure of the parties to agree to an adjustment shall not excuse the CONTRACTOR from proceeding
with the Contract as changed, provided that the Agency procurement officer promptly and duly
makes the provisional adjustments in payment or time for performance as may be reasonable. By
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proceeding vith the work. the CONTRACTOR shall not be deemed to have prejudiced any claim for
additional compensation. or any extension of time for completion.

b. Time period for claim. \Vithin ten (10) days after receipt of a written change order under
subparagraph 20a. unless the period is extended by the Agency procurement officer in writing, the
CONTRACTOR shall respond with a claim for an adjustment, The requirement for a timely written
response by CONTRACTOR cannot be waived and shall be a condition precedent to the assertion of
a claim.

c. Claim barred after final payment. No claim by the CONTRACTOR for an adjustment hereunder
shall be allow ed if a w ritten response is not given prior to final payment under this Contract.

d. Other claims not barred, In the absence of a change order. nothing in this paragraph 20 shall be
deemed to restrict the CONTRACTORS right to pursue a claim under the Contract or for breach of
contract.

21. Price Adjustment.

a. Price adjustment adjustment in the contract price pursuant to a pro ision in this Contract shall
be made in one or more of the follow ing w avs:

B\ agreement on a fixed price adjustment before commencement of the pertinent
performance or as soon thei’eafter as practicable:

(2) B unit prices spec it’iecl in the Contract or suhsequentl agreed upon:

(.3) B’ the costs attributable to the e em or situation covered the pros ision. plus appropriate
I’oit ni fee, all as specified in the Contract or subsequently agreed upon:

(4) In such other manner as the parties ma\ mutually agree: or

(5) In the absence ofagreement between the parties. by a unilateral determination by the Agenc\
procurement offlcer of the costs attributable to the event or situation covered by the
provision, plus appropriate profit or fee, all as computed by the Agency procurement officer
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and applicable sections of
chapters 3-123 and 3-126. HAR.

h. Submission ol’eost or pricln data. The CONTRACTOR shall provide cost or pricing data for an
price adjustments subject to the provisions of chapter 3-122. HAR.

22 Variation in Quantity for Definite Quantity Contracts. Upon the agreement of the STATE and the
CONTRACTOR. the quantity ofgoods or services, or both. ifa definite quantit is speci6ed in this Contract.
may he increased by a maximum often per cent ( 10f : provided the unit prices will remain the same except
for any price adjustments other\vmse applicable: and the Agency procurement officer makes a written
determination that such an increase will either be more economical than awarding another contract or that it
would not be practical to award another contract.

23. Changes in Cost-Reimbursement Contract. If this Contract is a cost-reimbursement contract. the following
provisions shall apply:

a. The Agency procurement officer may at am time by written order. and \vithout notice to the sureties.
if any, make changes w ithin the general scope of the Contract in am one or more of the following:

1) Description of performance (Attachment 1):

(2) Time of performance (i.e.. hours of the day. days of the week. etc.):

(3) Place of performance of services:
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(4) Draxvins. designs, or specifications when the supplies to be furnished are to be specially
manufactured for the STATE in accordance with the drawings. designs. or specifications:

(5) Method of shipment or packing of supplies: or

(6) Place of delivers’.

b. If any change causes an increase or decrease in the estimated cost of. or the time required for
performance of. any part of the performance under this Contract. whether or not changed by the
order, or otherwise affects any other terms and conditions of this Contract. the Agency procurement
officer shall make an equitable ad)ustmcnt in the (1) estimated cost. dclix erv or completion schedule.
or both: (2) amount of any fixed fee: and (3) other affected terns and shall modify the Contract
accordingly.

c. The CONTRACTOR must assert the CONTRACTORS rights to an adjustment under this provision
xx ithin thirty (30) days from the day of receipt of the written order. Howex er. if the Agency
procurement officer decides that the facts justify it. the Agency procurement officer may receix e and
act upon a proposal submitted before final payment under the Contract,

d. Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute under pararaph It of this Conti’act. Howexer.
nothing in this provision shall excuse the CONTRACTOR from pi’ocecding with the Contract as
changed.

e Notv iihstancling the terms and conditions of subparagraphs 23a and 23b. the estimated cost of this
Contract and. ifihis Contract is incrementall\ funded, the funds allotted for the Performance of this
Contract, shall not be increased or considered to be increased except by specific xx ritten modification
of the Conti’aci. indicating the nexx contract estimated cost and, if this contract is incrementall\
funded, the nexx amount allotted to the contract.

24. Confidentiality ol’ Material.

a All material mx en to or made ax ailable to the CONTRACTOR by x irtue of this Contract. xx hich is
identified as proprietar\ or confidential inl’ormation. xx ill be safeguarded by the CONTRACTOR and
shall not he disclosed to any mdix idual or organitation xx ithout the prior written approx al of the
STATE

b. All information. data, or other material prox ided by the CO.\TRACTOR to the STATE shall be
subject to the Uniform Information Practices Act. chapter 2F. HRS.

25. Publicitx . The CONTRACTOR shall not refer to the STATE. or any office. agenc\. or officer thereof. or any
state employee, including the HOPA. the CPO. the Agency procurement officer, or to the seiices or goods.
or both. prox ided under this Conti’act. in any of the CONTRAC’TORS brochures. advertisements, or other
publicity of the CONTRACTOR. All media contacts xvith the CONTRACTOR about the subject matter of
this Contract shall he referred to the Agencx procureent officer.

26. Oxvnership Rights and Copvrwht. The STATE shall hax e complete oxx nership ofall material, both finished
and unfinished. xvhich is developed, prepared. assembled. or conceived h the CONTRACTOR pursuant to
this Contract, and all such material shall be considered xx orks made for hire All such material shall be
delivered to the STATE upon expiration or termination of this Contract. The STATE. in its sole discretion.
shall haxe the exclusive right to copyright any product. concept. or material developed. prepared. assembled.
or conceived b\ the CONTRACTOR pursuant to this Contract.

27. Liens and Wan’anties. Goods provided under this Contract shall be provided free of all liens and prox ided
together xvith all applicable xvarranties. or xvith the warranties described in the Contract documents. xvhichexer
are greater.
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28. Audit of Books and Records of the CONTRACTOR. The STATE may. at reasonable times and places, audit
the books and records of the CONTRACTOR, prospective contractor. subcontractor. or prospective
subcontractor which are related to:

a. The cost or pricing data. and

b. A state contract, including subcontracts. other than a firm fixed-price contract.

2.). Cost or Pricine Data. Cost or pricing data must be submitted to the Agency procurement officer and timely
certified as accurate for contracts over Si 00.000 unless the contract is for a multiple-term or as otherwise
specified by the Agency procurement officer. Unless otherwise required by the Agency procurement officer,
cost or pricing data submission is not required for contracts a\varcled pursuant to competitive sealed bid
proceures.

lfcertifled cost or pricing data are subsequently found to have been inaccurate. incomplete, or noncurrent as
of the date stated in the certificate, the STATE is entitled to an adjustment of the contract price, including
profit or fee, to exclude any significant sum b which the price, including profit or fee. was increased because
of the defective data. It is presumed that overstated cost or pricing data increased the contract price in the
amount ofthe defect plus related overhead and profit or fee. Therefore, unless there is a clear indication that
the defective data was not used or relied upon. the price vill be reduced in such amount.

30. Audit of Cost or Pricine Data. When cost or pricing principles are applicable, the STATE may require an
audit of cost or pricing data.

3 . Records Retention.

I Upon any termination of this Contract or as otherwise required by applicable law.
CONTRACTOR shall, pursuant to chapter 487R. HRS. destro\ all copies (paper or electronic
form) of’ personal information received from the STATE.

(2) The CONTR..\CTOR and any subcontractors shall maintain the files, hooks, and records that relate to
the Contract, including any personal information created or received by the C’O\TRACTOR on
behalf of the STATE. and any cost or pricinu data. for at least three (3) years after the date of final
pa\ ment under the Contract. The personal information shall continue to be confidential and shall
only be disclosed as permitted or required b law After the three (3) year, or longer retention period
as required by law has ended, the files, books, and records that contain personal information shall be
destroyed pursuant to chapter 4$7R, HRS or returned to the STATE at the request of the STATE.

32. Antitrust Claims. The STATE and the CON fRACTOR recognize that in actual economic practice.
overcharges resulting from antitrust iolations are in fact usuall borne by the purchaser. Therefore, the
CONTRACTOR hereby assigns to STATE any and all claims for o ercharges as to goods and materials
purchased in connection v. ith this Contract, except as to overcharges which result from violations
commencing after the price is established under this Contract and which are not passed on to the STATE
under an escalation clause.

33. Patented Articles. The CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the STATE. and its
officers. employees, and agents from and against all liability, loss, damage. cost. and expense. including all
attorneys fees, and all claims, suits. and demands arising out of or resulting from any claims. demands. or
actions by the patent holder for infringement or other improper or unauthorized use of any patented article.
patented process. or patented appliance in coniection with this Contract, The CONTRACTOR shall be solely
responsible for correcting or curing to the satisfaction of the STATE any such infringement or improper or
unauthorized use. including. without limitation: (a) furnishing at no cost to the STATE a substitute article.
process. or appliance acceptable to the STATE. )b) paying royalties or other required payments to the patent
holder. (c) obtaining proper authorizations or releases from the patent holder. and (d) furnishing such security
to or making such arrangements with the patent holder as may be necessary to correct or cure any such
infringement or improper or unauthorized use.
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34. Governino Law. The validity of this Contract and any of its terms or provisions, as well as the rights and
duties of the parties to this Contract, shall be governed b’ the laws of the State ofHawaii. Any action at law
or in equity to enforce or interpret the provisions of this Contract shall be brought in a state court of
competent jurisdiction in Honolulu. Raw au.

35. Compliance with Laws. The CONTRACTOR shall comply with all federal, state. and county laws.
ordinances, codes. rules, and regulations. as the same may be amended from time to time. that in any \vav
affect the CONTRACTOR’S performance of this Contract.

36. Conflict Between General Conditions and Procurement Rules In the e ent ofa conflict between the General
Conditions and the procurement rules, the procurement rules in effect on the date this Contract became
effective shall control and are hereb\ incorporated by reference.

37. Entire Contract. This Contract sets forth all of the agreements. conditions. understandings. promises.
warranties, and representations between the STATE and the CONTRACTOR relative to this Contract. This
Contract supersedes all prior agreements. conditions. understandings. promises. warranties. and
representations. which shall ha\ e no further force or effect. There are no agreements. conditions.
understandings. promises. warranties, or representations. oral or written, express or implied, between the
STATE and the CONTRACTOR other than as set forth or as referred to herein.

3X. Severability. In the e ent that any provision ol’this Contract is declared invalid or unenforceable by a court.
such inalidit or unenforceabilitv shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining terms olihis
Contract.

3. \\ aiver. The failure ol’ihe STATE to insist upon the strict compliance with an term. pros ision. or condition
of this Contract shall not constitute or he deemed to constitute a waiver or relinquishment of’ the STATE’S
right to enforce the same in accordance w ith this Contract. The fact that the STATE specifically refers to one
pros isbn ol’ the procurement rules or one section of the Hawaii Re\ isecl Statutes. and does not include other
pros isions or statutor\ sections in this Contract shall not constitute a wai er or relinquishment of’ the
STATE’S rights or the CO\TRAC’TOR’S obligations under the procurement rules or statutes.

40. Pollution Control. I1’durinu the performance ofthis Contract, the CONTRACTOR encounters a “release” or
a “threatened release” of’ a reportable quanti of a “hatarclous substance.” “pollutant.” or “contaminant” as
those terms ale defined in section I2XD- I. HRS. the CONTRACTOR shall immediatel\ notify the STATE
and all other appropriate state. county, or federal agencies as required b\ law. The Contractor shall take all
necessary actions. including Stopping work. to a oid causing, contributing to. or making worse a release ol’a
hatarclous substance. pollutant. or contaminant, and shall promptly obe an orders the En\ ironmental
Protection Agency or the state Department of Health iSsLies in response to the release. In the event there is an
ensuing cease-work period, and the STATE determines that this Contract requires an adjustment of the time
for performance. the Contract shall be modi tied in writing accordingly.

41. Campamn Contributions. The CONTRACTOR is hereby notified of the applicability of 11-355. HRS. which
states that campaign contributions are prohibited from specified state or county go ernment contractors
during the terms of their contracts if the contractors are paid with funds appropriated b\ a legislati\ e body.

42 Confidentiality of Personal Information.

a. Definitions.

“Personal information” means an individual’s first name or first initial and last name in
combination with any one or more of the following data elements, when either name or data
elements are not encrypted:

Social security number:

(2) Driver’s license number or Hawaii identification card number: or
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(3) Account number, credit or debit card number, access code. or password that would permit
access to an individuals financial information.

Personal information does not include publicly available information that is lawfully made
available to the general public from federal, state. or local government records.

‘Technological safeguards” means the technology and the polic and procedures for use of the
technology to protect and control access to personal information.

b. Confidentiality of Material.

(I I All material given to or made available to the CONTRACTOR by the STATE by virtue
of this Contract which is identified as personal information, shall be safeguarded by the
CONTRACTOR and shall not be disclosed without the prior written approval of the
STATE.

(2) CONTRACTOR agrees not to retain. use. or disclose personal information for any
purpose other than as permitted or required by this Contract.

(3) CONTRACTOR agrees to implement appropriate technological safeguards’ that are
acceptable to the STATE to reduce the risk of unauthorized access to personal
in form at ion.

(4) CONTRACTOR shall report to the STATE in a prompt and complete manner any
security breaches invol ing personal information.

(5) CONTRACTOR agrees to mitigate. to the extent practicable. an harmful effect that is
known to (‘ONTR.AC’TOR because of a use or disclosure of personal information b\
C’ONTR.AC’ fOR in violation of the requirements of this pararaph.

)() CON’TRACTOR shall complete and retain a log ol’ all disclosures made of personal
information i’ccci ccl from the STATE. or personal information created or ieee ved b\
CONTRACTOR on behalf of the STATE.

c. Security Awareness Training and Confidentialit\ Agreements.

I C’ONTRAC’TOR certifies that all of its employees who vill ha e access to the personal
information have completed training on security awareness topics relating to protecting
personal in formation.

(2) CONTRACTOR certifies that confidentialit agreements ha\ e been signed by all of its
employees w ho o. ill have access to the personal in formation ackno\\ ledging that:

(A) The personal information collected. used. or maintained by the CONTRACTOR
will be treated as confidential.

(B) Access to the personal information will he allowed only as necessary to perform
the Contract: and

(C) Use of the personal information will be restricted to uses consistent with the
services subject to this Contract.

d. Termination for Cause. In addition to any other remedies provided for by this Contract. if the
STATE learns of a material breach by CONTRACTOR of this paragraph by CONTRACTOR, the
STATE may at its sole discretion:
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(1) Provide an opporwnitv for the CONTRACTOR to cure the breach or end the vio1ation or

(2) Immediately terminate this Contract.

In either instance, the CONTRACTOR and the STATE shall follo chapter 47N. HRS. with
respect to notification of a security breach of personal information.

e. Records Retention.

(1) Upon any termination of this Contract or as otherwise required by applicable law.
CONTRACTOR shall, pursuant to chapter 4S7R. HRS. destroy all copies (paper or
electronic form) of personal information recei\ ed from the STATE.

(2) The CONTRACTOR and any subcontractors shall maintain the files, books. and records
that relate to the Contract. includin any personal infornation created or received by the
CONTRACTOR on behalf of the STATE. and any cost or pricing data. for at least three
(3) \ ears after the date of final payment under the Contract. The personal information
shall continue to be confidential and shall only he disclosed as permitted or required b\
law. After the three (3) year. or longer retention period as required by law has ended, the
files, books. and records that contain personal information shall be destrocd pursuant to
chapter 47R. HRS or returned to the STATE at the request of the STATE.
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STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

January 8, 2021

Chairperson and Members
Board of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Land Board Members:

SUBJECT: Amend Prior Board Action of September 11, 2020, Item J-4, Sale of
Concession by Sealed Bid for a Five-Year Parking Contract to Operate a
Parking Concession Situated at Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor Honolulu,
Island of Oahu, Identified by Tax Map Keys: (1) 2-6-010:003 (Portion),
(1) 2-3-037:012 (Portion), :024, :027, :033, :035 and :037

The purpose of the amendment is to replace Chapter 102-2 with Chapter
103D-302, Hawaii Revised Statutes to the Legal Reference of the Board
Action.

BACKGROUND:

At its meeting on September 11, 2020, under agenda Item J-4, the Board approved the sale of a
Parking Concession Contract by sealed bid for the purpose of managing a parking concession at
the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor. To ensure the continuity of parking operations at Ala Wai Small
Boat Harbor, staff proposed that DOBOR procure and install parking equipment at the harbor,
which would be owned by the state. Staff would then select and contract with the bidder who,
through an Invitation for Bids, submitted the lowest management fee to manage DOBOR’s
parking operation at the harbor. The winning bidder would be paid a management fee by the
state, as opposed to the winning bidder paying the state rent for operating a concession, which
was done under the previous parking concession contract. While working with the Department of
the Attorney General to complete the Invitation for Bids, staff was informed that the legal
reference contained in the September 11, 2020, Board action (i.e. HRS Section 102-2) was
incorrect. The prior board action is attached as Exhibit A. Since staff’s intention is to award the
contract to the lowest bidder, the Deputy Attorney General instructed staff to amend the Board
action to the proper legal reference, which is Section 103D-302 (h) Hawaii Revised Statutes.1

1 “The contract shall be awarded with reasonable promptness by written notice to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder
whose bid meets the requirements and criteria set forth in the invitation for bids. In the event all bids exceed available funds as
certified by the appropriate fiscal officer, the head of the purchasing agency responsible for the procurement in question is
authorized in situations where time or economic considerations preclude re-solicitation of work of a reduced scope to negotiate
an adjustment of the bid price, including changes in the bid requirements, with the low responsible and responsivebidder,
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RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Land and Natural Resources:

1. Amend its prior Board action of September 11, 2020, under agenda item J-4, by replacing
Section 102-2, HRS with Section 103D-302 (h), HRS in the legal reference section.

2. All terms and conditions listed in the September 11, 2020, approval to remain the same.

Respectfully Submitted,

EDWARD R. UNDERWOOD, Administrator
Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:

SUZANNE D. CASE, Chairperson
Board of Land and Natural Resources

Attachments:
A. Board Action of September 11, 2020, Item J-4
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STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

September 11, 2020

Chairperson and Members
Board of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Land Board Members:

SUBJECT: Sale of Concession by Sealed Bid for a Five-Year Parking Contract to
Operate a Parking Concession Situated at Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor
Honolulu, Island of Oahu, Identified by Tax Map Keys: (1) 2-6-010:003
(Portion), (1) 2-3-037:012 (Portion), :024, :027, :033, :035 and :037

And

Declare Project Exempt from Requirements of Chapter 343, HRS and
Title 11, Chapter 200.1, Hawaii Administrative Rules

REQUEST:

Sale of Parking Concession Contract by Sealed Bid for the purpose of managing a parking
concession at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor (“AWSBH”) on the island of Oahu.

LEGAL REFERENCE:

Chapter 102-2, and Chapter 171-13, Hawaii Revised Statutes, as amended.

LOCATION:

Portions of Government lands situated at AWSBH, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, identified by Tax
Map Keys: (1) 2-6-010-:003 (Portion), (1) 2-3-037:012 (Portion), :024, :027, :033, :035 and
:037, as shown on the attached map labeled Exhibit A-2.

AREA:

8.5 acres, more or less. The concession area includes 329 paid and 312 monthly permit parking
stalls. The concessionaire will also be responsible for managing the three 300 free public parking
stalls.
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September 11, 2020
At Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor

ZONING:

State Land Use District: Urban
County of Honolulu CZO: Public Precinct (Waikiki Special District)

TRUST LAND STATUS:

Section 5(b) lands of the Hawaii Admission Act
DHHL 30% entitlement lands pursuant to the Hawaii State Constitution: YES _ NO

X CURRENT USE STATUS:

The Premises is presently unencumbered.

CHARACTER OF USE:

Vehicle Parking Concession.

CONCESSION CONTRACT TERM:

Five (5) Years.

CONCESSION COMMENCEMENT DATE:

As determined by the Chairperson.

BID FOR CONCESSION FEE & MINIMUM DUTIES OF THE CONCESSIONAIRE
& DOBOR RESPONSIBILITIES:

Bid for Concession Fees:
DOBOR to pay concessionaire a flat monthly management fee no higher than
$10,000/month to be determined by sealed bid. The winning bidder will be bidder who
submits the lowest bid.

Minimum Duties of the Concessionaire:

Manage the Division’s parking program at the harbor.

Collect the fees and issue monthly parking decals for permit parking and turn the money
over to the Division within Thirty (30) days of collection by the permittee.

Work with equipment supplier to maintain and repair the Division’s equipment. Ensure

parking enforcement and work directly with the Division’s towing concessionaire. Ensure

that proper parking signage is displayed throughout the facility.

Participate in any and all post-tow hearings.
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September 11, 2020
At Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor

DOBOR Responsibilities:

Purchase all equipment including but not limited to pay stations, mobile phone payment
apps, signage.

Pay stations will be cashless and the equipment have battery, A/C and solar power
options, secure housing, be weather resistant, thermal print technology, payment options
including credit card and mobile applications, programmable functions, wireless
communication for remote meter management, security systems, efficient maintenance,
meter management system that includes remote monitoring, meter mapping,
administration reports and maintenance reports and financial reporting.

Division will pay concessionaire an incentive fee of five percent (5%) of revenue over
Thirty Thousand dollars ($30,000.00) per month. The incentive fee will be paid to the
concessionaire monthly.

Provide concessionaire a monthly accounting of all hourly paid parking collected from the
parking equipment.

PERFORMANCE BOND:

Equal to four (4) months of monthly fee.

CHAPTER 343 - ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT:

In accordance with Section 11-200.1-15, Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) and theExemption
List for the Department of Land and Natural Resources, reviewed and concurred in by the
Environmental Council on March 3, 2020, the subject request is exempt from the preparation of
an Environmental Assessment pursuant to Exemption Class No. 1, Item No. 44 states that,
“Permits, licenses, registrations, and rights-of-entry issued by the Department that are routine in
nature, involving negligible impacts beyond that previously existing.”

BACKGROUND:

At its meeting on August 7, 2008, under agenda Item J-1, the Board approved the issuance of a
revocable permit to Diamond Parking Services LLC (“Diamond”) for parking concession
purposes, effective November 1, 2008. On December 27, 2009, Diamond was awarded Parking
Concession Contract IFB No. AWSBH-200901, which commenced February 1, 2010, and ended
on January 31, 2015. Diamond exercised an option to extend for an additional five (5) years and
the concession ended on January 31, 2020.

At its meeting on January 10, 2020, under agenda Item J-1, the Board approved the issuance of a
revocable permit (“RP”) to Diamond from February 1, 2020, to January 31, 2021. The rent was
the greater of $45,869.52 per month or 70.369% of Gross Receipts, whichever is greater. The
proposed RP rent was based on the rent charged in the Parking Concession Contract IFB No.
AWSBH-200901.
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September 11, 2020
At Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor

Due to the economic impact that resulted from the Covid-19 pandemic shut down, Diamond
requested that the contract be renegotiated. Staff and Diamond were not able to agree to terms
acceptable to the state. Therefore, Diamond elected to remove their equipment as ofJuly 31,
2020. The preceding events necessitate a new IFB for a parking concession at AWSBH.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Land and Natural Resources:

1. Declare that, after considering the potential effects of the proposed disposition as provided
by Chapter 343, HRS, and Chapter 11-200.1, HAR, this project will probably have
minimal or no significant effect on the environment and is therefore exempt from the
preparation of an environmental assessment.

2. Authorize the Sale of a Parking Concession Contract by Sealed Bid for the purpose of
managing a parking concession at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor under the terms and
conditions cited above, which are by this reference incorporated herein and further subject
to the following:

a. The standard terms and conditions of the most current concession contract form, as
may be amended from time-to-time;

b. Review and approval by the Department of the Attorney General; and

c. Such other terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Chairperson to best
serve the interests of the State.

Respectfully Submitted,

EDWARD R. UNDERWOOD, Administrator
Division of Boating & Ocean Recreation
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September 11, 2020
At Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:

SUZANNE D. CASE, Chairperson
Board of Land and Natural
Resources

Attachments:
A-1 AWSBH location on Oahu
A-2 AWSBH Parking Plan
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STATE OF HAWAII
JAN 2 l] 2023

A BILL FOR AN ACT

RELATING TO PUBLIC PARKING AT ALA WAI BOAT HARBOR.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII:

SECTION l. The legislature finds that the Ala Wai

boat harbor serves as a melting pot of culture and

activity in the community. Its ocean legacy is

an asset to cultural and recreational practices

and water sport opportunities, such as surfing,

paddling, fishing, and Hawaii's voyaging

traditions. For many keiki, the Ala Wai boat

harbor is their first introduction to canoe

paddling, surfing, sailing, boating, and other

water activities.
The department of land and natural resources,

through its division of boating and ocean

recreation, operates and manages 10

the Ala Wai boat harbor, Kahanamoku lagoon, and the

adjacent 11

parking areas. In 2008, the board of land and natural

resources 12

approved the parking plan for the Ala Wai boat

harbor, which 13

includes nine hundred forty—one parking stalls,
three hundred 14

twelve of which are permit stalls. The board

of land and 15

natural resources reduced the number of free parking

stalls from 16
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five hundred forty—nine to

three hundred by converting

free stalls to paid

metered stalls.

Due to immense public opposition

to this reduction in the

number of free parking stalls,
the approved plan requires that

no fewer than three hundred free

parking stalls be set aside.

The division of boating and ocean

recreation's current request

for proposals states that the

parking plan is subject t6

change depending on the type and

configuration of the new

development project for the Ala

Wai boat harbor.

The legislature further
finds that the removal of

free
10

public parking would

adversely restrict access



to Hawaii's 11

natural resources for use by the community as the cost

of living 12

already puts a tremendous strain on Hawaii's

residents and 13

families. Beyond the addition of fees, there

are also the 14

burdens of transporting beach equipment from

the proposed 15

parking structure and safety consequences for

surfers. Without 16

free parking at Ala Wai boat harbor, surfers are

likely to park l7

at Ala Moana beach park and paddle across the active

boat harbor l8

entrance, thus endangering themselves as well as

ocean craft. l9

Therefore, the purpose of this Act is to

ensure access to 20

the ocean for future generations and protect

surfers' rights to 21
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enter the ocean safely and safeguard access to the

lagoon, beach, and harbor waters named after Duke

Kahanamoku by requiring the maintenance of three

hundred parking stalls at Ala

Wai boat harbor at no cost for recreational ocean

access and for the practice of traditional and

customary Native Hawaiian rights.

SECTION 2. Section ZOO—2.6, Hawaii Revised

Statutes, is aménded to read as follows:

"[+]§200-2.6[+] Ala Wai boat harbor; leases.

(a) The fast lands and submerged lands of the Ala Wai boat

harbor that 10

may be leased include the following:
11

(l) All fast lands and submerged lands

described in the 12

request for qualifications or request for proposals
13

issued by the division of boating and ocean recreation
14

of the department on November 25, 2008;
15

(2) The fast land described as a portion of tax

map key: 16

(l) 2-3—37—12, composed of approximately 112,580
l7

square feet, presently used for harbor offices and
18

permitted vehicular parking; and
l9



(3) The fast land described as a portion of tax

map key: 20

(1) 2—3—37—12, which is a triangular area located

21
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Diamond Head of Mole B, presently used for permitted

vehicular parking.

(b) Any lease of fast lands and submerged lands of

the Ala Wai boat harbor shall provide for the

maintenance of at least three hundred public

parking stalls at no cost for recreational ocean

access and for the practice of traditional and

customary Native Hawaiian rights."

SECTION 3. Statutory material to be repealed is bracketed

and stricken. New statutory material is underscored.

INTRODUCED
BY:WM \ lWV V l

SECTION 4. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.
10

11
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Report Title:
Ala Wai Boat Harbor; Public Parking; Free

Stalls

Description:
Requires the maintenance of at
least three hundred parking

stalls at Ala Wai boat

harborlat no cost for
recreational ocean access and

for the practice of

traditional and customary

Native Hawaiian rights.
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8-11-2023 BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES for DOBOR 
J-1 

BLNR Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQUZpZeZUHg 
00:00:01 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Thank you. 
Thank you. Thank you for your time. We appreciate it. Thank you so much. 

00:00:06 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: The next item is 
item J-1, Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation J-1. 

00:00:12 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Good morning. Good morning. Chair and Board members Richard 
Howard for DOBOR. Item J-1 is the continuation of a revocable permit issued to secure parking 
Hawaii LLC for the management of vehicular parking at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor. Before I 
go any further, I'd like to amend the submittal of recommendation in the submittal to say, Based 
on this model and testimony and facts presented. Staff recommends that the Board find that 
approving the continuation of the month-to-month revocable permit to secure parking Hawaii 
LLC for management of the vehicular parking and designated areas, including its conditions. 
And rent will serve the best interests of the state. We need to. To continue this revocable permit 
because it ends in September of this year and we need somebody in place to manage the 
parking while we refine and go out with our request for interest get another parking vendor on a 
permanent basis or a longer-term basis. And so that's why we're here, to renew the permit. And 
I'll gladly answer any questions you might have. 

00:01:44 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: If you have any 
questions for. I know I've got two people here. I have given them stuff. Oh, I'm sorry, Riley. Go 
ahead, Riley. Yeah. 

00:01:56 

Riley Smith - BLNR: Thank you, Chair. You know, I just wanted to enter it into the record. I had 
some offline communications with Richard, and he provided some information that I think it's 
important for us to consider when we deliberate on this item. You know, first of all, the amount 
of revenue per year to generated from the parking is in excess of $1 million a year. So this is 
significant. Okay. It provides a much-needed, venue for parking for. Recreational uses of the 
harbor. For folks that are surfing, and families that go to Duke Kahanamoku Lagoon, it serves a 
multi-use purpose as well as for those in the hotel industry that work nearby and might need a 
place to park. Um, Richard provided me with the scoresheet that we intend to use to evaluate 
the different applicants on the RFP. Uh, the, my assessment of the criteria is that they're 
objective criteria that would enable DOBOR to differentiate between qualified and qualified for 
better proposals from less suited proposals. So I appreciate Richard sharing that. He also 
explained that he would be willing to provide that scoresheet with the RFP so that applicants, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQUZpZeZUHg


when they put in their proposals, would know how their proposals would be evaluated. So I 
thought that was very transparent. And also DOBOR would be willing to share the results of 
their evaluation process. So whether you are a successful applicant or an unsuccessful 
applicant, you would be able to understand how your proposal fare compared to the others. So I 
appreciate all that that board is doing to make sure that this is an objective and fair process for 
all applicants. 

00:03:55 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Thank you. 
Thank you very much, Riley. Board members. I wanted to just confirm there are under this you 
are not proposing to change any of the existing parking allocations. 

00:04:10 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: That's correct. 

00:04:10 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: So there are approximately 300 free parking stalls. There are 
approximately 312 permitted parking spots, and then there are 329 paid parking spots. 

00:04:23 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: That's correct. 

00:04:23 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: And there is 
nothing to be changed under this Revocable permit? 

00:04:26 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: That is correct. 

00:04:27 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: All right. 

00:04:29 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Board members, 
any other questions before I take public comment? Did Kate Thompson, who is here to testify, 
request an exception to provide a longer testimony,,,, Oh yes 

00:04:43 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Is the bond posted here? Is that essentially insure against what we 
experienced with the other? 

00:04:52 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Yeah. Yeah. Of permanent basis. And because they're really they're 
really acting as a pass-through, right? Because they collect parking revenue and just pass 80% 
of it to us. We came up with that number of 42,000, 

00:05:17 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Right? 

00:05:18 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: So if there was a Covid 2.0 and they decided two weeks after the you 



know, the contract was awarded, that they didn't want to provide those services, we would 
retain that amount of money. 

00:05:34 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Well, I think that would be up to the board. I think it comes to the 
board and ask about, you know, ask for that. We were just going by the letter of the revocable 
permit that says that we have to have two months of security. 

00:05:48 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Okay. Thank you. 

00:05:49 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Very good. 
Thank you, Richard. Thank you. 

 

Public Testimony does not appear in this 
Transcript. Please see youtube video for the 
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Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Okay. And we 
thank you. You did a good job just for your first time providing testimony, coming on, and 
providing us with written testimony. Always appreciate getting that ahead of time. Thank you 
very much, Elizabeth. Is there anybody else on Zoom? On item J. One. Thank you very much. 
Thank you, Kate. Thank you again, Last call. Anybody in the room? 

00:00:32 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Another question 
or two? Sure, sure. Richard, thanks. 

00:00:40 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: I just wanted to take an opportunity to get your reaction to some of the 
points that were raised in public testimony. I mean, I know towing, for example, can be 
predatory and particularly for low moderate-income communities can really contribute to that 
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burden. So I'm curious if in thinking about the contract for this work you've thought about and I 
don't know if this is possible, but for example, adding a, you know, addendum or some sort of 
footnote that says towing may not occur, you know, up to some point, or if we're really just 
letting the concessionaire determine when and how that happens. 

00:01:30 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Sure, I can address all of that. And we'd like to clarify this isn't a 
retroactive renewal. The current agreement is in place. We'll go back and look at the submittal 
for that. So if five minutes real fast, back in 2009, I think we were the first division to implement 
a parking plan in the department. So it was new to everybody. Um, so we implemented the plan 
and at that time, it was 300 free parking stalls because we had such opposition from the surfing 
community and all the 300 permits and then the 300 paid. So as soon as we went in there and 
put the plan in, at that time, Diamond Parking was issuing parking, paid notices. So if you didn't 
pay the fee, they put a notice on your car and it would say, Hey, you owe us parking. And then 
after about 3 or 4 of those notices, then that's when they would tow the car out of the paid area 
and all the free parking area. We close it at night. It's closed for everybody at night from I think 
it's 10:30 p.m. on and. DOCARE does not have the ability to be there every night to issue 
citations. That's our law enforcement. Not only that, they've told us that they feel that their 
mission is natural resource protection, not issuing parking tickets. So we were sued in federal 
court right about this time 

00:03:04 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: 2000. 

00:03:05 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Just to be clear. 

00:03:05 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: 2009, just after two just after the parking plan went into effect and 
several things came out of it, one of which was, yes, the parking vendor cannot issue parking 
pay notices or anything like that. Um, if somebody doesn't pay, you either need to give them a 
ticket or you got to tell them you have to take enforcement action. Also, what came out of that 
that was new is whenever a car is towed, you are required to offer a post-tow hearing. So and 
the citation that's issued along with it does not count. So we notified the counties as well that 
this is what you need to do and they are being sued now as well because and we've been 
holding post-tow hearings.  

Aimee Barnes: They're being sued by people who have been towed or by the. 
 

00:03:59 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: It was an individual that sued as a class action. So we had to go back 
and refund the money for a certain period of time. And also now we always offer a post tow 
hearing. And the entire time we've been doing this, I believe we've only lost like two post-tow 
hearings because it's very well documented. We've asked the towing vendor when we close the 
area, don't be there right at 1030 and hook up cars, give them a grace period of ten minutes or 
so or 30 minutes, whatever you can. Um, but that's how the enforcement works. And back then, 
because this was so new, we put this plan in place. It's been 14 years and there's been a lot of 



complaints about the free parking area and the fact that hotel employees use it. Hotel guests 
are told to park there because it's cheap, construction companies do. And do we found with the 
designated parking area, um, it's often left empty because people just don't use their boats that 
often, and then nobody can use it. So we've been serious we've done this on Maui already. 
We're seriously looking at our it will be very we don't feel there should be any free parking in the 
harbor. The whole harbor should be paid for parking, permits, and parking. Anybody with a 
permit is allowed to park anywhere they want in the harbor at any time. That's just part of the 
permit parking for our boaters and we own our operating funds only come from user fees that 
we generate. That's why H.R. 202.5 is in place. It supports the program, but the free parking 
doesn't go to help with the maintenance of the harbor at all. We're maintaining the bathrooms, 
the rubbish, the paving, all of that. So we feel that people coming out, it's only a dollar an hour 
and that fee has not been raised for years. Currently, our fees are based on county or state 
rates. City and county are charging $2 an hour. I believe in this building we're charging $2 an 
hour, so it might be time to look at the parking rate fee as well. But we were going to bring some 
recommendations back to you once we put out the RFI. But for this hour, we're not changing 
anything. Everything is status quo. We're not changing a thing. 

00:06:22 

Public question: Can I say something? Nope. Nope. Sorry. 

00:06:26Vernon Char -  BLNR:hen are your plans to put out the. Yeah. 

00:06:32 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: But we have it. We have a draft written already. And in my 
discussions with board member Smith, you know, he made some suggestions as far as posting, 
including the criteria of how we're going to make the selection in the RFI, which is a good, 
transparent thing to do. So we have to just add that, um, you know, the RFI concentrates mostly 
on experience. Um. What I sent to board member Smith was our ranking sheet for how we rank 
applicants who want to bid on lease auctions. And so that has, you know, your experience. It 
has a section for that. We rank for a business plan and also a section for financial capability. 

00:07:22 

Vernon Char:  - BLNR: Will that RFI come out within six months? Yes. Will brought back to the 
board as well? 

00:07:28 

Richard Howard - DLNR  Act 163, this is the process that I think we're envisioning. We'll publish 
the RFI, we'll get interest from parking vendors and we'll rank them. We'll choose which ones. I 
mean, our reading of 163 does not preclude us from negotiating with more than one person at a 
time. So we can pick several, you know, vendors that we want to negotiate. 

00:07:59 

Vernon Char - BLNR: With to publish. 

00:08:01 

Riley Smith - BLNR: I think we can publish within, I think three months. 



00:08:04 

Vernon Char - BLNR: Three months, Yes. So the action being taken today is just temporary until 
that RFI can be implemented? 

00:08:14 

Dawn Chang - BLNR: As this one expires in September, right? 

00:08:16 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Yes. So did I make a mistake on this? 

00:08:20 

Vernon Char - BLNR: So it's just whatever the. Yeah, the time until you can put into effect this 
new plan. Correct. 

00:08:29 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: So we just need a little we just need more time too. 

00:08:31 

Vernon Char - BLNR: And you're thinking that the part of it is publication will be done within 
three months? 

00:08:37 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Yes. 

00:08:38 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: And the board is 
only going to approve the final recommend Recommended vendor. Correct. We don't approve 
the RFI or we don't review the document. Right. Right. Okay. 

00:08:50 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Um, you said in 2009 during the lawsuit times the vendor cannot issue 
notices parking notices. Right. Was that a matter of scope or was that a matter of land 
ownership? 

00:09:08 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: I believe what it came down to is they don't have the authority to. 

00:09:12 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: As a matter of scope in their contract. Like, in other words, did we give 
them that authority in the scope? 

00:09:23 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: No, I don't believe we the department can give them the authority. It 
has to come from the legislature. Okay. Okay. Yes. 

00:09:32 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Okay. Because, you know, my concern then, you know, I think you're right. 
Um, editor Richard whoever said it like, DOCARE. They're not in the business of giving tickets. 
Right? So I'm concerned, uh, going forward. I don't know if it's a scope thing or through the 
ledge, but somehow we need to figure out who has the authority to write tickets. 



00:09:55 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Sorry to clarify. So what I heard you say is that they can give tickets and 
tow. They can't. 

00:10:03 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: No, The only thing right now that the parking the parking vendor 
could either call in a law enforcement agency, it could be the sheriff's DOCARE, uh, HPD, to 
issue a citation. Or if they're parked contrary to signage, then they can be towed. So those are 
our only two options. 

00:10:26 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: But only if they contact a state. Enforcement agency. That's where the 
problem is going to be. 

00:10:36 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Years ago, the department, um, Miss Thompson was correct. The 
Harbor agents had the ability to issue, um, ticket citations, but they were challenged because 
they felt they weren't being they were targeting people. So that authority was taken away. This 
was when it was with DOT. 

00:10:54 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: So do you know what She's referring to regarding the parking 

00:10:59 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Would you say this? 

00:11:00 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Maui has a different arrangement where there are five tickets before 
they're towed. 

00:11:06 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: No, we don't. We don't do the private. 

00:11:08 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: I think that was a private company that she is in touch with who's 
interested in doing towing, or parking, at the Ala Wai. Yeah. 

00:11:17 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: And what about booting? 

00:11:20 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Putting a boot on. 

00:11:21 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: We could boot. That's the same as towing basically in that federal 
lawsuit. But we'd have to hire a company that can boot and is there to boot. 

00:11:32 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Why can't the concessionaire boot and boot if they can tow and then 
tow? 

00:11:36 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Well, the concessionaire doesn't tow. We have a separate contract. 



00:11:41 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: We have a contract with the towing company or the concession. Have a 
contract with the towing company. 

00:11:46 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: Oh, yeah, that's. That's. That's a twist you could open with that man. 
Yeah. 

00:11:54 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: It's for no charge. We don't get any money. It's just. 

00:11:57 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: But they get a lot. 

00:11:58 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: But they get a lot. 

00:12:01 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: For the tow. Sure. And. And also the tow company has to follow the 
law. And I think the law was just amended so that you can now use a credit card to pay. So they 
can't require people to only pay in cash. 

00:12:16 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: I mean, In addition to the cash problem, I think there's just also the issue 
of like if you're somebody who's living paycheck to paycheck and your car is taken away from 
you even for a day, that could mean that you lose your job, which then sends you into a debt 
spiral where you're unable to pay to get your car out, to be able to work again. And, you know, I 
just think it's like pushing people over the edge. 

00:12:37 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: It's tough. It is in that situation. That's why we keep the signage 
posted. We follow the signage. And unfortunately, people we've had visitors come and come 
back out and they didn't know and their car's gone. And so we offer them the post tow hearing 
and oftentimes they're not on the island anymore. We can do it by Zoom. 

00:13:02 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Do we approve 
that towing contract or is that just done by the department? That's somebody that comes to the 
board. 

00:13:08 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: No, no, no. That was done through. I think we did it through an IFB 
process. Invitation for bids. 

00:13:16 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: You might want 
to. I have Miss Thompson's nodding and shaking her head all over the place. 

00:13:21 

Public question: You do sign? No copy of the. 



00:13:26 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Well signed by the chair, but the selection was made through an 
RFP process. 

00:13:31 

Karen Ono - BLNR: Okay. Yes. Did you guys get a report? A monthly report or quarterly report 
of tows?  

00:13:43 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: No,  

Karen Ono - BLNR:  So. We don't know how many cars are being towed? 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: No, We could contact them and ask them. Um, but we don't get a 
report. 

00:13:50 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Because our role 
at the harbor is when we're managing the harbor, we have a contractor that does the parking, 
and then we have someone who, if they're in violation of the parking, you have a separate 
contractor that does the towing. But we're not we're not the tow police people. We're not the 
parking police people. Right. We manage the harbor. Correct. So but clearly, I mean, maybe 
DOBOR has to think about another arrangement or but at this time, the only action before us is, 
is to approve this RFP to continue on the existing contract parking contractor pending. You guys 
coming out with a more permanent RFP.  

00:14:34 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Yes. 

00:14:35 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: The more 
permanent contract. Correct. Contract. Right. 

00:14:40 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Now, one thing to consider is if we want to change the current 
parking plan, I mean, I think it's got to be fair, like for Ms.Thompson to weigh in on everybody at 
the harbor, because it will be very controversial if we come in, and I know this first hand, if I and 
I keep saying in my opinion, there should be no free parking, it's impossible to manage. So what 
happened back then was we said, okay, we're going to have 300 free parking stalls and it can 
only be for ocean recreation users. We said once you establish free parking, it's extremely 
difficult to determine who is in ocean recreation. User, What if they say they're going swimming 
on their lunch break? I mean, or you're going to have to have somebody following 300 people 
coming out of their cars. And it just it's impossible. And it's been a bone of contention ever 
since. And not only that, we allow six hours of free parking because we were told at the time 
that surfers needed six hours to go surfing. And that's a pretty long surf sesh, if you ask me, and 
it makes it hard to manage. So we've have come back before the board and said, let's lower that 
time to three hours free parking or let's lower it to three hours, because that way if you're 
working in the hotel, you got to come out twice to feed, to move your car. You'd have to move it 
to another stall. 



00:16:07 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: What is it? 

00:16:08 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: For the record, where does the parking money go to? 

00:16:10 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: It goes into the boating special fund and it's used to cover whatever 
costs in the boating program, the. 

00:16:16 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Bathrooms, repaving, striping. 

00:16:18 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Paving. 

00:16:18 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Striping. 

00:16:19 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Everything. Yes. 

00:16:20 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Yeah. You know, maybe part of the issue is, and look at the board level, I 
don't think we should get into administrative issues. I defer to the chair on that. Um, but, you 
know, maybe some of the messaging could be better, right? Like if there is no free parking, I 
think the public needs to know, just know that all of this goes to these services, you know, so 
that we can have excellent harbors and facilities at the harbors. Right. So maybe that's not. No, 
I don't know. I don't know. I don't want to get into that. 

00:16:50 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: But sure. 

00:16:52 

Vernon Char - BLNR: I could have confused this RFP that you're going to be putting out. That 
would be for the concession. Who's going to operate this? That has nothing to do with the 
touring that will continue. A separate contract with doing. That's correct. 

00:17:07 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: So it's not really it's in our request for interest that will be publishing 
and Yeah but they're separate. Yeah. Does it have to be separate? 

00:17:17 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: No, because Maui, the parking vendor there, manages the towing. 
They do all the enforcement. So that's another thing we're looking at having just the parking 
vendor manage. It's a great tool for assisting with managing the facilities. That's what we want 
to bring back. The one for Honokohau small boat harbor in that area. On the outside, we're 
having issues with. It's good why don't we. 

00:17:39 

Karen Ono - BLNR: Take on the part on the towing? Why don't we get a percentage of the total 
so that we can monitor how many cars are being pulled? 



00:17:47 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Well, we can ask the tow company any time. 

00:17:50 

Karen Ono - BLNR: For why don't we get a fee fall off of what they're towing? 

00:17:53 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Well, they're just going to add it to the tow. So then the people are 
going to pay even more. 

00:17:58 

Karen Ono - BLNR: Or do you put that out to public auction? Would you just negotiate with the 
towing company? 

00:18:04 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Well, we put it out to the tow companies that this is for $1 a year. I 
believe it's in the contract. Yeah. And then for whoever can do, what we try to do is get a tow 
company that's as close to the facility as possible, because in the past we had Ace Towing 
Towing out of Holly Harbor all the way back to the airport. And people would get really upset 
having to try to get back. So we try to keep the but the towers are only they're basically all 
based out of Sand Island. 

00:18:36 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: I guess for 
purposes of facilitating this agenda because the only thing before us is the parking is the RFP. 
Obviously, there's a whole bunch of questions about towing. I mean, the kind of a lot of 
opposition is it may not be so much with the parking, but the parking it's the towing company. I 
really would ask Bill Barr to go back and look at the towing contract and how you're processing 
it and addressing some of these concerns that have been raised by members of the public as 
well as the board members. I mean, think there's a question about how much they charge the 
method of towing, you know, grace period. So I think rather than maybe that should be brought 
back to the board as well for review and approval rather than administratively, because right 
now it's just being approved by the department, right? Sure. Yeah. 

00:19:32 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: And I hope it doesn't. I know you guys work hard and you know the 
capacity. I hope it doesn't add an inordinate amount of time. You know, I think Richard said 
three months. You know, let us know if it's six months or eight months, or a year. You know, 
because the public's kind of waiting for that RFP, RFP process to begin. And I like the idea of 
booting. So maybe, you know, when you guys put it out there, right, Because booting you just 
do it right there. Right? You don't have to tow it anywhere, right? 

00:19:59 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: So we can have them on site maybe. 

00:20:02 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Yeah, have them 
on site. You know. 



00:20:04 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: I think. 

00:20:04 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: I think the 
community has raised some legitimate concerns. Right. So I would ask the tow bar really 
address this right now the parking that RFP and you've got a process for that you're going to do 
and you're going to do an RFP. But the towing is a separate issue. And I think you've heard 
some really legitimate kind of concerns here that I think you should come up with a plan of 
action and come back to the board on that. 

00:20:30 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: You put a timeframe on that. I hate to squeeze you guys, but you know, 
that's fine. 

00:20:35 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: At the same time, you're okay. 

00:20:37 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Sure. When you do. 

00:20:38 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Come back with the towing. 

00:20:39 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Okay. Okay. 

00:20:40 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Does that make 
sense, board members? 

00:20:42 

Riley Smith - BLNR: With that chair? If there's no other, I'll move to approve the staff 
recommendations amended. Thank you. 

00:20:48 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: I will. I will. Second, just, I also and I think what you just said is great. So 
thank you. And thank you guys for taking that back. 

00:20:56 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Oh, Riley has a 
question. Oh, sorry, Riley. 

00:21:00 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Big island was 
the second thing or the question? 

00:21:04 

Riley Smith - BLNR: No. 

00:21:04 

Riley Smith - BLNR: I wanted to ask or I wanted to make a comment. So added earlier 
mentioned about charging everybody for parking. You know, I've traveled all over the mainland 



and I've surfed in California and they make you pay for parking. I think we should do something 
different in Hawaii. You know, I pay county real property taxes. I pay state gross excise taxes. I 
think as a resident, I should be able to go to beaches in Hawaii and not pay for parking. So just 
giving my money on that. Thank you. 

00:21:36 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Thank you, Riley. 
Always appreciate your mana on that. Any other questions? I got a motion and a second. And a 
second. 

00:21:43 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: But just with also, I heard some comments on signage and the map and 
whether the map is accurate. 

00:21:50 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: So maybe 

00:21:51 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: the map is the exhibit that is in the permit. Okay. So that is what our 
agreement is. Okay. Um, again, if somebody feels they are unjustly told they have the right to 
oppose a hearing, and if you know at the hearing, they say I was parked in a freestyle and I got 
towed. 

00:22:11 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: And we have worked with staff on telling and directing them to any 
time the sign becomes faded or has too many stickers on it, replace the signs. 

00:22:22 

Vernon Char - BLNR: How much time do you think it takes for these post-towl hearings? I mean, 
collectively. 

00:22:27 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Our deputy might. 

00:22:28 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Be. 

00:22:30 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: Too long, right? 

00:22:30 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: It is, yeah. 

00:22:31 

Kaiwi Yoon - BLNR: So, I mean, we got to mock up all of that. 

00:22:35 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Okay. 

00:22:36 

Vernon Char - BLNR: What is the status of your overall plan for that you did a presentation to 



the board and I think we went out and took a look at the area? Um, any further implementation 
on the utilization of that? 

00:22:53 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: You're going to 
open Pandora's box. 

00:22:55 

Ed Underwood - DOBOR: We've been asked to hold on to that for right now until we can do it 
can be further looked at. 

00:23:03 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: We have an 
overall strategic approach for boating, so we wanted to take that in the context, all the context of 
that overall approach. Okay. 

00:23:14 

Karen Ono - BLNR: So there was a first and a second. There's a motion. Okay. And I just want 
make this point, on the signage, to make it clear with an image so that people know that it's 
going to be towed. And I mean, you can restate the but to me, a picture says a lot of words and 
you can put the HRSright below that for all. 

00:23:35 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: The duration the board is giving us. We're going to extend the 
permit as long as it takes to do the RFI? 

00:23:41 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Yeah, well, I 
think there are two separate matters. The where I think the action here is whether to approve 
the, um and you said you're going to be able to come back in three months on the RFI for the 
parking. Yes. I think the board also asked you I asked you to do a separate on the towing. Yes. 
And we also said, when do you think you can come back to us with that towing plan? And you 
said three months. So that's two separate action items. Yeah. 

00:24:10 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Okay. 

00:24:11 

Vernon Char - BLNR: Okay. Are you good with that? 

00:24:13 

Richard Howard - DOBOR: Okay. Okay. 

00:24:16 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: I'm going to call 
for the motion. 

00:24:18 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: On the motion. 
We got the vote. 



00:24:21 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Obviously, I'm 
going to call. 

00:24:22 

Aimee Barnes - BLNR: For a recess pretty soon. 

00:24:24 

Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: So a motion has 
been made and it's been seconded. All in favor Say aye. 
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Continuation of Revocable Permit Issued to
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20. Any Specific Statute or Rule That Entitles Petitioner to a Contested Case:
3 Reasons:

A. Both 102 and 103 D were areas of concern for the AGs office in 2021. 102 falls under
concession law. If J-1 8-11-2023 is the same as J-1 2021 which DOBOR stated
verbally to the BLNR meeting held on 8-11-2023 how can the new J-1 ( 2023 ) be
approved if it does not specifically address the recommended changes. Either 2023
has been changed or DOBOR verbally misinformed the BLNR on 8-11-23.

B. RFI was not completed as it agreed to in the J-1 BLNR 9-10-2021 board meeting.
C. Is DOBOR/Secure Parking currently working with a valid contract approved by the BLNR

board? If so, why is it not available? Without seeing the contract we are unable to state our
objection.

Proof for A:
Both 102, which deals with concessions and 103 D was not included in 2021 from AG
concerns, if J-1 8-11-2023 is the same as J-1 2021 which DOBOR stated verbally to the BLNR
on 8-11-2023 how can the new J-1 ( 2023 ) have a change it that makes it legal now. Either
2023 is changed and DOBOR verbally misinformed the BLNR on 8-11-2023.

00:00:05

Richard Howard DOBOR Verbal Testimony 9-10-2021

“This is Richard Howard for DOBOR. I've been seeing one is the issuance of a revocable
permit to secure parking Hawaii LLC for management of the vehicular parking at the Ala Wai
Small Boat Harbor. Staff requests minor amendments. To the submittal before the board votes
on this item. The first of which is. Amending the applicant's name on the submittal from Secure
Parking LLC to Secure Parking Hawaii LLC. The correct name, i.e. Secure Parking Hawaii
LLC was published by Darlene. So think we're okay with that. The second item. Is the Chapter
343 exemption paragraph on page three. It should read as follows In accordance with Section
11 200.115 Hawaii Administrative rules and the exemption list for the Department of Land and
Natural Resources reviewed and concurred in by the Environmental Council on November
10th, 2020. The subject request is exempt. From the preparation of EA pursuant to general
exemption type one operations, repairs or maintenance of existing structures, facilities,
equipment or topographical features involving negligible or no expansion or change of use
beyond that previously existing. Part one item number 44, which states that permits licenses,
licenses, registrations and rights of entry issued by the department that are in routine, that are
routine in nature, involving negligible, negligible impacts beyond that previously existing. On
the final amendment we have to make is the commencement date. Uh, and that has to be
amended from September 15th, 2021 to the first day of the month, determined by the Chair.
DOBAR is requesting the issuance of a revocable permit to secure parking Hawaii LLC due to
the AG's concerns with the IFB (Invitation For Bid) that we put out, which contained elements
of both 102, which deals with concessions and 103 D, which is the procurement code, Uh,
the, the issuance of this is will be temporary in nature and it will allow DOBOR to address the
AG's concerns while allowing us to collect parking revenue from the Ala Wai Boat Harbor. We
are willing to answer any questions.”
-------
Dawn Chang, Chairperson BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES: Transcript
8-11-2023
the only action before us is, is to approve this RFP to continue on the existing contract parking
contractor pending. You guys coming out with a more permanent RFP.



Ed Underwood – DOBOR 8-11-2023: Yes.

---------

B. Late RFI or non-existing continuation to the one year permit agreed to in J-1 BLNR 9-10-202

Proof for B:
Richard Howard DOBOR Verbal Testimony 9-10-2021
On the final amendment we have to make is the commencement date. Uh, and that has to be
amended from September 15th, 2021 to the first day of the month, determined by the Chair.
DOBAR is requesting the issuance of a revocable permit to secure parking Hawaii LLC due to
the AG's concerns with the IFB (Invitation For Bid) that we put out, which contained elements
of both 102, which deals with concessions and 103 D, which is the procurement code, Uh, the,
the issuance of this is will be temporary in nature and it will allow DOBOR to address the AG's
concerns while allowing us to collect parking revenue from the Ala Wai Boat Harbor. We are
willing to answer any questions.

----------
C. Is DOBOR/Secure Parking currently working with a valid contract approved by the BLNR

board? If so, why is it not available? Without seeing the contract we are unable to state our
objection.

Proof for C:

00:01:30
Ed Underwood - DOBOR: Transcript 8-11-2023

Sure, I can address all of that. And we'd like to clarify this isn't a retroactive renewal.
The current agreement is in place. We'll go back and look at the submittal for that.

21. Any Specific Property Interest of Petitioner That Is Entitled to Due Process
Protection: The Boards decision of Chairperson Dawn Chang BOARD OF LAND AND
NATURAL RESOURCES: The right for fare process of a RFI and a RFB. The 2 year
late DOBOR’s process to create a RFI as Stated in J-1 2021 BLNR meeting.

22. Any Disagreement Petitioner May Have with an Application before the Board.
I disagree that J-1 8-11-2023 is a continuation of 9-10-2021. Please see both
documents to view the many areas that items are added on the J-1 8-11-2023.

23. Any Relief Petitioner Seeks or Deems Itself Entitled to: I would like to create a J-1 9-10-2021
agreement till 12-31-2024 when a new completed parking agreement should be in place. DOBOR
would have to create a RFB in the next 2 months, publish it and then review it with an open public
review. Make public Towing records from the last three years. Decide which agency can ticket before
towing occurs. To decide after 5 unpaid tickets to put a boot on a car at Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor.



24. How Petitioner’s Participation in the Proceeding Would Serve the Public Interest
I believe the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor area can be improved, make more money,
not use tow trucks but rather to enforce time limit parking violations with tickets.
Tow trucks are too strong of a penalty for a simple crime limit parking violations.
Finally to respect the 300 free recreational parking sites that were agreed to by
the State of Hawai’i in 1957 and again in 2008.

25. Any Other Information That May Assist the Board in Determining Whether Petitioner Meets
the Criteria to Be a Party under Section 13-1-31, HAR Please see 4 documents BLNR J-1
9-10-2021, Transcript BLNR J-1 9-10-2021, BLNR J-1 8-11-2023 and Transcript BLNR J-1
8-11-2023.
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Check this box if Petitioner will submit additional supporting documents after filing this
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Telephone call 11-20-2023 to Senator Inouye office Question: Is there any law restricting DOBOR from 
stopping instant towing? Answer: No, they can stop the instant towing procedure at DLNR. 
  
  
Telephone call 11-21-2023 to Jason Redulla, Enforcement Chief, DOCARE Ph: (808) 587-1496 with 
Maggie Hallahan. Maggie’s notes. Question to Jason Redulla. Would you be interested in giving tickets at 
AWSBH? Answer: It is state land and DOCARE can give tickets there. We have not been asked to by 
DOBOR. Question: i did you know that DOBOR does instant towing at AWSBH. Answer: No, I was not 
aware that DOBOR was towing at AWSBH. I thought since 2009 when the court case made a large public 
refund of towing fees, they stopped. DOCARE gives two types of citations and the fees can generate 
money. 
 
 

M.Hallahan 12-5-2023



From: Katherine Lindell
To: CAPITOL2023-reptarnas; CAPITOL2023-replowen; CAPITOL2023-reptodd; repyamane@Capitol.hawaii.gov;

CAPITOL2023-sendelacruz; CAPITOL2023-senfevella; CAPITOL2023-senkanuha;
senkeithagaran@capitol.hawaii.gov; CAPITOL2023-senkidani; CAPITOL2023-senchang; CAPITOL2023-
sengabbard; Senator Les Ihara, Jr.; CAPITOL2023-seninouye; Senator Jarrett Keohokalole; CAPITOL2023-
senkim; CAPITOL2023-senkouchi; CAPITOL2023-senrhoads; CAPITOL2023-senshimabukuro; CAPITOL2023-
senwakai; Rep. Henry J.C. Aquino; CAPITOL2023-repbelatti; repcullen@Capitol.hawaii.gov;
repdecoite@Capitol.hawaii.gov; CAPITOL2023-repgates; CAPITOL2023-rephashem; CAPITOL2023-rephashimoto;
CAPITOL2023-repholt; CAPITOL2023-repichiyama; CAPITOL2023-repkitagawa; CAPITOL2023-repkobayashi;
CAPITOL2023-repkong; replee@Capitol.hawaii.gov; repluke@Capitol.hawaii.gov; CAPITOL2023-repmatayoshi;
CAPITOL2023-repmatsumoto; repmckelvey@Capitol.hawaii.gov; CAPITOL2023-repmizuno; CAPITOL2023-
repmorikawa; CAPITOL2023-repnakamura; CAPITOL2023-repnakashima; CAPITOL2023-repnishimoto;
CAPITOL2023-reponishi; Representative Amy A. Perruso; CAPITOL2023-repquinlan; CAPITOL2023-repsaiki;
CAPITOL2023-reptakayama; reptokioka@Capitol.hawaii.gov; CAPITOL2023-repward; CAPITOL2023-repwoodson;
Representative Kyle Yamashita; CAPITOL2023-senmoriwaki; Senator Sharon Moriwaki; keone@downingsurf.com;
Representatives - Hawaii State Legislature; Senators - Hawaii State Legislature; Li, Bin C; Fuerte, Arlene A; Ige,
David Y; clare.e.connors@hawaii.gov; DOH webmaster; Senators - Hawaii State Legislature; Arakawa, Daniel L;
mayor@honolulu.gov; DLNR.BLNR.Testimony; hawaiiag; DOH webmaster; Lieutenant Governor"s Office Contact

Cc: Aaron Kotarek,Vice President / Circulation; Troy Fujimoto,Director of Digital Media; STARADVERTISER-Citydesk;
letters@staradvertiser.com; Ed Lynch; Marsha McFadden; Clarke Reilly,Managing Editor / Special Sections &
Newsroom Operations; Chris Sykes,Production Editor; dbutts@staradvertiser.com; Lucy Young-Oda; Dan Nakaso;
News - KHON2; KITV-news; KITV-jgin; HAWAIINEWSNOW-News; AFerreira@HawaiiNewsNow.com;
dhuff@hawaiinewsnow.com; MVorsino@HawaiiNewsNow.com; JByeon@HawaiiNewsNow.com;
MKasper@HawaiiNewsNow.com; AJohnson@HawaiiNewsNow.com; PTang@HawaiiNewsNow.com;
MSadural@HawaiiNewsNow.com; CIVILBEAT-News; HAWAIIFREEPRESS-Editor; League of Women Voters;
chair@oahu.surfrider.org

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Can we finally admit that Hawaii"s DLNR rule making process is so corrupt that we can no longer
look away?

Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 9:18:34 AM

Aloha,

Can we finally admit that Hawaii's DLNR rule making process is so corrupt that we can no
longer look away from the negative impact that it is having on our community? Hawaii's OIP
had to shut down a BLNR November 9th meeting because of Sunshine Law violations. But
that's just the tiny tip of a huge iceberg.

The DLNR's latest plan will effectively cancel a long-standing community in Waikiki.  Please
have a look at Sally Ingstrom's  latest post here: 
https://hawaiioceannews.com/index.php/2023/12/04/hawaii-dlnr-called-on-sunshine-laws-
violatiion-will-try-again-to-cancel-the-bowls-surf-community/

See the post on Twitter (X) here: 
https://twitter.com/HawaiiOceanNews/status/1731743125335646353/photo/1

Me ke aloha pumehana,

Katherine Lindell, editor
Hawaii Ocean News
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From: KEILI MCEVILLY
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Tuesday, December 5, 2023 9:31:43 AM

To whom it May Concern, 

My name is Keili McEvilly and I am writing in strong opposition to the recommendations to
eliminate and or restrict free recreational parking from 300 to 125 stalls at Ala wai state boat
harbor. ANY changes to the parking at Ala Wai should be discussed with the community
thoroughly before being brought before the board. 

I am a Hawaiian, a surfer, a lover of this beach park, and an advocate for it to remain a free
and welcome resource for all local residents. This is one of the only remaining "oasis" for the
local community that has yet to be ruined or tainted by the capitalist tourism industry. Taking
away access would be taking a step in the wrong direction for the future of responsible care-
taking of Hawaiʻi.

Parking should remain free to the recreating public. Any fees imposed or unfair towing is not
giving this special place and the community the respect they deserve. 

Please do not impose any paid parking at ala wai boat harbor. 

Sincerely, 
Keili McEvilly
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Douglas Meller 
2615 Aaliamanu Place 
Honolulu, Hawaii  96813 
douglasmeller@gmail.com 

 
 

Testimony on 12/7/23 BLNR Agenda Item J-7 
 

Future Oahu residents should be guaranteed the same recreational ocean access 
that I had.  I am 76.  I have parked at Ala Wai Harbor for access to Waikiki Beach 
and surf spots for 60 years.  I strongly support the BLNR’s policy to retain the 
existing 300 free public parking stalls in Ala Wai Harbor.  However, please 
consider transferring responsibility for some of the 300 free parking stalls to 
either the Division of State Parks or to the City Department of Parks and 
Recreation.  I think both the public and DOBOR would agree that public parking 
lots which Hawaii residents use to go to the beach, swim, or surf should be 
maintained with public general funds and managed like a kind of park facility.   

   

DOBOR needs some kind of parking concession to manage and generate revenue 
from harbor-related parking.  But before the BLNR authorizes a long-term DOBOR 
concession, I request that the BLNR verify that the proposed concession would 
not charge unreasonable parking fees, issue parking citations, or tow vehicles of 
Oahu residents who are crewing on someone else’s boat.  Before we had kids my 
wife and I owned a 23’ trimaran daysailer moored in a slip at Ala Wai Harbor.  
None of our relatives and friends would have spent the day sailing with us if they 
had to pay huge parking fees, risked a parking citation, or risked having their car 
towed.   
 



From: sam monet
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony; Arakawa, Daniel L; Senators - Hawaii State Legislature; Representatives - Hawaii State

Legislature
Subject: [EXTERNAL] TESTIMONEY BLNR Ala Wai Harbor paid parking plan meeting December 7, 2023, 9 am

COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT
Date: Sunday, December 3, 2023 1:50:48 PM

Sam Monet
1741 Ala Moana Blvd. #98
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
monets001@hawaii.rr.com December 3, 2023

Board of Land and Natural Resources

Re: 9: 00 a.m J-7 Thursday December 7, 2023
Public Testimony at Oahu Land Board hearing 
Against DLNR plan to terminate “Free” parking at Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor and
public beach

I am a native Hawaiian, surfer and sailor who has been surfing at Ala Moana, in the
ahupua’a Waikiki for over 60 years.  I would like to testify at that meeting.  
December 7, is a day of infamy in our history, a sneak attack, which now appears to
be re-enacted by our public servants at DLNR.  We fought against it then and now.

COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT: is a punishment or sanction imposed on a group
for acts allegedly perpetrated by someone else, which could be an ethnic or political
group, or just the family, friends and neighbors of the perpetrator.  Because
individuals who are not responsible for the acts are targeted, collective punishment
is not compatible with the basic principle of individual responsibility, equitable
application of laws or rules.

DLNR argues that because people who are NOT recreational users are parking free
at the harbor, Hilton hotel employees who illegally park all day along the lagoon
fence beginning at about 6 a.m., DLNR should impose a penalty on or punish
ALL users, local surfers, boaters and other recreational users.  
This is not an equitable, fair or just way for public employees or officials to
manage public trust assets.  Those hotel employees are pocketing their monthly
stipend for parking at the hotel.  HOTEL EMPLOYEES SHOULD NOT BE
PARKING AT THE HARBOR.
The way to address this is to notify the Hotel that DLNR has authorized an
employee to mark tires and WILL begin towing any cars that do not comply
with the EXISTING parking regulations at the harbor.
The problem is not local surfers, beach goers and other recreational users
parking at the harbor, it is management at DLNR.
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In March 2023 the Hawaii Legislature tabled a bill to convert the FREE Parking at
Ala Wai Harbor to paid parking.  DLNR is again attempting an end run the
Legislature at the Land Board.

AWSBH has served as a hub for tourists, recreational boating and fishing, surfing,
sailing and beach goers, a legal home for some to ease Hawaii’s homeless problem,
and a popular spot for paddling, surfing competitions and Friday night fireworks.   
It is the last place in Waikiki where local people, our children and families can
come to a beach in Waikiki where we can park FREE, Manuahi.
In addition, under this plan, local surfers will be forced to park at Ala Moana park
where parking is FREE, they would then need to paddle across the Ala Wai canal
and boat harbor entrance where a steady stream of commercial boats, canoes,
private fishing and sail boats transit; water pollution and many recent shark
sightings make that paddle extremely dangerous for parents and their kids.
In meeting at AWSBH in March 2023, State of Hawaii DLNR administrator,
sexual predator Ed Underwood declared that “the public will no longer get 300
free parking at Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor (AWSBH); but instead will have to
pay for approximately 150 stalls in his new “paid parking” plan, and “overflow
must instead park outside the harbor at the city’s Ala Moana park”; because
as he said “nothing is free”.   
When questioned about the danger to surfers paddling across from the Park,
Underwood callously stated “that is not my problem”.
Native Hawaiian Dawn Chang should be ashamed for allowing her agency to
manipulate this Board to do the wrong thing against the people of Hawaii.  The
Lahaina fire was under her watch, the alleged “restoration" has been a
nightmare for locals and now she wants to make a mess of things at Ala Wai.
300 plus  FREE parking stalls  at AWSBH is a matter of law.
The State of Hawaii is prohibited from terminating free public parking at the
AWSBH under the public trust doctrine and various legal precedents.  
In addition native Hawaiians who before the overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy
in 1890s, traditionally, historically and currently parked “free” manuahi at AWSBH
with access through what is now called Kahanamoku Lane to the beach and ocean
to dive, fish, pick limu and opihi, surf, paddle canoe, sail and otherwise utilize the
beach and ocean for customary rights for subsistence, to practice their native
Hawaiian religion and culture, secured by federal and state Constitution and law.
Because AWSBH is a navigable waterway, was developed by the Army Corps of
Engineers, is maintained in part with millions of dollars of federal funds  and the
issues are federal questions, Federal court has jurisdiction.
First, the public trust doctrine requires that certain natural resources and assets,
including navigable waters, the water and submerged lands, be held in trust by the
government for the benefit of the public. As a public trust asset, the AWSBH is
subject to this doctrine and must be managed in a manner that preserves and
enhances public access and use. 



Termination of free public parking would directly limit native Hawaiian and
the public's historic and as stated in its development plans, funding and
construction, ability to access and use this asset, and therefore violates the
public trust doctrine. 
Second, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has held that the public trust doctrine
applies to navigable waters and adjacent lands, including public beaches and
parking areas. In Hawaii's Thousand Friends v. Anderson, 374 F.3d 668 (9th Cir.
2004), the court affirmed that the public trust doctrine requires the State of Hawaii
to manage its public trust resources in a manner that prioritizes public access and
use, and prohibits the state from privatizing or otherwise transferring control over
these resources to private parties.
Third, the Hawaii Supreme Court has also recognized the importance of public
access and use in managing public trust resources. In Diamond v. Dobbin, 319 P.3d
1017 (Haw. 2014), the court held that the State of Hawaii had violated the public
trust doctrine by granting a private developer exclusive use of a public beach,
thereby limiting public access and use. The court reaffirmed the public's right to
access and use public trust resources and held that the state has a duty to manage
these resources for the benefit of the public.
Fourth, the State of Hawaii has a legal obligation to provide adequate public access
and use of public trust assets under state and federal law. For example, under the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the state is required to provide accessible parking
spaces and other accommodations to ensure that individuals with disabilities have
equal access to public facilities.
Finally, Hawaiian rights are broadly defined in Article 12, Section 7 of the Hawaii
Constitution, Hawaii Revised Statutes Section 1-1, and Hawaii Revised Statutes
Section 7-1. These provisions commonly refer to the right of Hawaiians to exercise
their traditional and customary rights for subsistence, cultural, and religious
purposes, subject to the right of the State to regulate such rights.
State’s rights to regulate have been narrowly defined by federal and state supreme
court and lower court decisions.  In State Supreme Court’s 1995 decision in PASH
v. Hawaii County Planning Commission, 79 Hawaii 425, 903 P.2nd 1246 (1995)
cert. denied, 517 U.S. 1163 (1996); the Court stated: “[T]he State is obligated to
protect the reasonable exercise of customarily and traditionally exercised rights of
Hawaiians to the extent feasible.”
Again in Ka Pa’akai O Ka Aina v. Land Use Commission, 94 Hawaii 31, 7 P.3rd
1068 (2000) set forth a 3 step process by which State agencies must evaluate and
reasonably protect the native Hawaiian rights to access, traditional and customary
rights for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes; violated by DLNR in its
decision making process.
In the Waiahole Ditch Contested Case, the Courts confirmed that traditional and
cultural native Hawaiian rights shall not be diminished or extinguished by a failure
to apply for or to receive a permit.
PASH, Kapa’akai, and Waiahole, require governmental entities to not only define



the traditional and customary rights affected by any proposed action but also to
render findings on the impacts and mitigation necessary to lessen the impact on the
exercise of these rights by Hawaiians.
The State of Hawaii cannot terminate ANY free public parking at the Ala Wai
Small Boat Harbor without violating the public trust doctrine and various legal
precedents that prioritize public access and use of public trust resources. Any
attempt to restrict public access to and enjoyment of AWSBH would be contrary to
the state's legal obligations and could end up in a federal court, confirmation and an
award for (class action) Plaintiffs.

Sam Monet



From: Suzy Seymour
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 8:33:54 PM

Aloha,

The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008
negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harborrecreational access agreement. 

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory towing
practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai
Small Boat Harbor.
Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of
citizens gave their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully
addressed this matter in 2008 and all parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of
the 300 free parking stalls in this well documented and established agreement.
DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking stalls, yet they never
delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement
in 2008 (15 years ago) were to: 

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour
recreational time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking
signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide clear signage and informational
actions to prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine
parking signage and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for
the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its promises in
2008. It’s 2023, how long shall we wait? 

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

Thank you, 

-- 
Suzy Seymour
Ocean Inspired Creative
suzthedesigner.com
suz@suzthedesigner.com
808.255.8546
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From: John Shockley
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LIVE NOTE: J-7 item on the BLNR agenda:
Date: Saturday, December 2, 2023 5:04:31 PM

Aloha!

Subject: J-7  Strongly OPPOSE any further contracts with Secure Parking LLC 

Body:  We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR that allows the
Parking Management vender to inform the Tow Truck driver’s of when the parking
meter expires, which leads to Tow truck driver immediately towing the vehicle for the
motor violation of meter overstay. 

BLNR members OPPOSE any contract with Secure Parking LLC,  especially a longer
term DIRECT ISSUANCE contract until the policies are in place to issue citations for
minor parking violations, and offer a Hawaii Resident, Kama’aina Discount for the paid
parking areas. 

John & Rita Shockley. Coordinators. Free Access Coalition. 
www.freeaccesscoalition.weebly.com
808 210-9433 (cell)
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From: Sienna Streamfellow
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposition in J-7
Date: Tuesday, December 5, 2023 8:33:23 AM

Aloha Board of Land and Natural Resources,

I am in opposition to the contract proposed for Secure Parking. It doesn’t protect our 6hr
parking. As well as the company has not made parking parameters clear or kept up painting
the lines for stalls.

We do not want those that may harm our public access to this important place. 

Mahalo,
Sienna Streamfellow 
-- 
Sienna Streamfellow

Building Forest Relationships 
UH Mānoa NREM Graduate Student
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Surfrider Foundation, Oʻahu Chapter
P.O. BOX 283092
Honolulu, HI, 96828

To: Board of Land and Natural Resources
1151 Punchbowl St. Room 132
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809

Testimony on Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract That Exceeds 6 Months

Dear Chair Chang and Members of the Board of Land and Natural Resources,

On behalf of the Surfrider Foundation and the Surfrider Foundation Oʻahu Chapter, we strongly
oppose the Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation’s (DOBOR) staff recommendations to issue
long term contracts to private parking companies.We are instead requesting that you issue a
Revocable Permit to Secure Parking LLC for 6 months and OPPOSE any longer term contract such
as the Direct Issuance.

As an organization dedicated to the protection and enjoyment of our ocean, waves, and beaches,
Surfrider Foundation strongly believes in the need to provide public access to coastal areas. It is no
secret that just offshore of the Ala Wai Harbor boasts some of Oʻahu’s premier surf spots. It should
also come as no surprise that parking and access to these surf and beach spots is extremely limited
given the high resident and visitor population of this area.

Since 2008, Surfrider Foundation has opposed the repeated attempts by DOBOR to privatize the
AWSBH. See our attached letter from 2008 highlighting DOBORʻs illegal attempt to privatize a
government function. In addition, DOBOR has repeatedly attempted to eliminate free, public parking
at AWSBH in 2008. Due to significant public opposition and outcry, however, this Board approved
DOBOR’s parking plan with the compromise that at least 300 stalls remain free of charge (6h time
limit and no parking allowed from 10:30pm to 4:30am).

Through state mediation in 2008, DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking stalls, yet
they never delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement. In the formal agreement established
in 2008, DOBOR was to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour recreational
time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking signage on poles, and
ground striping. Provide clear signage and informational actions to prevent workers parking
the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine parking
signage and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for the public.

Fifteen years later and DOBOR has yet to fulfill these promises.

In January of 2020, DOBOR again attempted to reduce the number of free parking stalls and convert
125 free stalls to paid parking in total disregard of the compromise reached with the community in
2008 and without any prior community outreach. This Board had denied the amendment to the
parking plan and EXPLICITLY required DOBOR staff to engage with community stakeholders before
making any changes to the parking plan.

The beaches of Hawaiʻi are public, but this is moot if our community cannot access these areas.
DOBORʻs suggested actions are another attempt at privatizing the AWSBH and ultimately squeeze
the public out of some of the last remaining free parking in Waikīkī. The fact that DOBOR has also

https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/J-7.pdf


presented their recommendations without significant public consultation and/or input further erodes
the public trust in our state agencies.

The community has made it abundantly clear that free parking at AWSBH is critical to the continued
use and access of the Ala Wai coastal areas. DOBORʻs current actions highlight its focus on
monetizing state harbors, but this comes at a significant detriment and cost to local community
members who simply seek to access the public beach and ocean. Please DENY any request to issue
any long term contracts such as the recommended Direct Issuance Contract to Secure Parking
LLC.

Sincerely,

Lauren Blickley
Hawai‘i Regional Manager, Surfrider Foundation



Surfrider Foundation

2008 Testimony Against AWSBH Privatization





From: Sue Tamon
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 4:01:01 PM

The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the
unfulfilled 2008 negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor recreational access
agreement. 

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory
towing practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at
the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor.

Hotel and Construction workers Park Their Cars From Early in The Morning And Park
all Day..I Have Not Seen Any Cars Being Towed Away.

Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of
citizens gave their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources
member fully addressed this matter in 2008 and all parties agreed to the
maintenance (saving) of the 300 free parking stalls in this well documented and
established agreement. DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249
parking stalls, yet they never delivered on their side of the negotiated
agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement in 2008 (15 years ago) were to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour
recreational time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations,
parking signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide clear signage and
informational actions to prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to
refine parking signage and implement policies to improve and protect this
beach access for the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its
promises in 2008. It’s 2023, how long shall we wait?

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these
issues.

Sincerely,

Greg Tamon
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From: Victor Victorino
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BLNR Item J-7: Strong Opposition to Secure Parking LLC Contract Exceeding 6 Months
Date: Monday, December 4, 2023 8:34:11 PM

Aloha,

The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008 negotiated Ala Wai
Small Boat Harborrecreational access agreement. 

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory towing practices are illegal,
and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor.
Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of citizens gave their
testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully addressed this matter in 2008 and all
parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of the 300 free parking stalls in this well documented and
established agreement. DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking stalls, yet they never
delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement in 2008 (15 years
ago) were to: 

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour recreational time limit by
providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide
clear signage and informational actions to prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine parking signage and
implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its promises in 2008. It’s 2023, how
long shall we wait? 

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

Thank you, 
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Aloha.
The community needs 6 months to further research DOBOR and the unfulfilled 2008
negotiated Ala Wai Small Boat Harbor recreational access agreement. 

We must END the Instant Towing policies of DOBOR/DLNR/BLNR. Predatory towing
practices are illegal, and DLNR allows it to happen on a daily basis at the Ala Wai
Small Boat Harbor.

Between 2007 and 2008, during a state funded mediation process, hundreds of
citizens gave their testimony. The Board of Land and Natural Resources member fully
addressed this matter in 2008 and all parties agreed to the maintenance (saving) of
the 300 free parking stalls in this well documented and established agreement.
DOBOR immediately took ‘possession’ of the 249 parking stalls, yet they never
delivered on their side of the negotiated agreement! DOBOR in the formal agreement
in 2008 (15 years ago) were to:

1. Provide standard parking management. DOBOR agreed to monitor the 6-hour
recreational time limit by providing parking attendants who issue citations, parking
signage on poles, and ground striping. Provide clear signage and informational
actions to prevent workers parking the 300 recreational stalls.

2. Provide an ad hoc committee (Community and DOBOR Staff) to continue to refine
parking signage and implement policies to improve and protect this beach access for
the public.

Our community has been standing by requesting DOBOR’s to fulfill its promises in
2008. It’s 2023, how long shall we wait?

Mahalo Board Members for the opportunity to submit testimony on these issues.

Pray for surf!

Aloha.
Adam White
Surfer
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